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A History of Final Exercises at the University of Virginia

So astute was Mr. Jefferson in determining the basic educational policy for the University of Virginia that the policy has seen very little change in the University's 203-year history. The colorful ceremony you will see today, however, would not have been held under Thomas Jefferson's original plan, which did not provide for degrees and diplomas. Although the early students of the University were highly respected for their knowledge, some of them petitioned the Board of Visitors for diplomas to improve their opportunities for employment.

Out of deference to the founder, the Board took no action on these requests during Jefferson's lifetime, but fifteen months after his death, it changed the policy and directed that plans be laid for the first “Public Day” (commencement). In July 1829, the first Public Day was held in the Dome Room of the Rotunda. The program was very long, and it included orations by students. By 1848, the program began with a procession led by students and involved a single address by a prominent person.

Public Day was held in the Dome Room until the Rotunda annex was completed in 1853. It was then held in the public hall of the annex until the Rotunda and the annex burned in 1895. When Cabell Hall was completed in 1898, the Public Day programs were held in its auditorium. President Alderman's inauguration in 1905 brought about the more formal procession as seen today. It is now led by a faculty grand marshal.

When the McIntire Amphitheatre was completed in 1921, it became the site for the final exercises. A sudden drenching rainstorm disrupted the 1949 ceremony, sending the soaked graduates and guests into any shelter they could find. The threat of sudden storms and the increased number of graduates caused President Colgate Darden to declare that the 1952 ceremony would be the last to be held in the amphitheatre. Since then, Finals have been held on the Lawn except in bad weather.

Even when the ceremonies were held in the amphitheatre, the participants marched from the Rotunda, down the Lawn to the site of the ceremony. Students have long considered it a high privilege to have the opportunity to walk down the Lawn at Finals, and today’s students place an even greater importance on this privilege. So important to many of them is the ceremonial walk down the Lawn, that a number of students, cheated out of a ceremony on the Lawn by bad weather, “confirm” their graduation by processing down the Lawn after Finals.

Through 1961, the president conferred the degrees and handed each recipient a diploma. By this time, graduates numbered in the thousands. The ceremony had become much too lengthy and the logistics too complex. Beginning in 1962 and continuing today, degrees are conferred in a main ceremony by the president. Degree recipients and their guests then reassemble later in school and department ceremonies.
The Academic Procession

The Procession

The academic procession is led by the grand marshal of the University bearing the official silver and ebony mace. Most of the processioners wear the academic costume accepted by a majority of the principal institutions of higher learning in the United States, though certain academic officials, such as the rector of the University, wear particular costumes indicative of current office. The processional order is listed below.

The Gown

The processional gown is usually black; the design of the sleeves denotes the type of degree being conferred. The bachelor’s sleeve is long and pointed. The master’s sleeve has squared ends, with the arc of a circle near the bottom and a slit for the arm near the elbow. The doctoral sleeve is bell-shaped with three velvet bars. The doctoral robe has full-length velvet panels in front, either black or a color that symbolizes the wearer’s field of learning.

The Hood

A separate ornamental fold hangs down the back of the gown, and its lining carries the colors of the college or university granting the degree (for the University of Virginia, orange and blue). An outside band of velvet varies in width according to the degree: two inches for bachelor’s degree, three for the master’s, and five for the doctorate. The color of the band and other velvet on the doctoral hood symbolizes the field of learning (such as dark blue for philosophy). The length of the hood also varies with the level of the degree: bachelor’s, three feet; masters, three and one-half feet; and doctorate, four feet. Bachelor’s and master’s degree candidates often do not wear their hoods.

The Cap

The cap is usually the black mortarboard, decorated with a tassel. Gold tassels may be worn by holders of doctoral degrees. Generally, the colors of the tassels represent the principal fields of learning and are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processional Order of Degree Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saturday, May 21</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunday, May 22</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schools</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Education and Human Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate School of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Data Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Claudrena Harold, the Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., Professor of History, chairs the Corcoran Department of History. A native of Jacksonville, Florida, she earned her bachelor's degree from Temple University and her Ph.D. degree from Notre Dame. At Temple, she was a two-time first-team all-Philadelphia Big 5 honoree in basketball (1994-97) and was inducted into the Temple Athletics Hall of Fame in 2010.

Ms. Harold specializes in African American history, Black cultural politics, and labor history. She has taught about the history of Black students on Grounds and about the evolution of African American music, among other courses. Her work in the classroom has been recognized with two awards – the Gordon F. Rainey, Jr. Award for Vigilance to the Student Experience and the All-University Teaching Award.


For about a decade, Ms. Harold and Kevin Everson, a UVA art professor and an experimental filmmaker, have worked on an ongoing collaborative film series, *Black Fire*, that focuses on different aspects of the Black experience on Grounds. As a part of this process, she and Mr. Everson have written, produced, and co-directed 10 short films. These films have screened at the National Gallery of Art, the Whitney Museum, and several international film festivals. The 2021 film *Pride* screened at the Glasgow Short Film Festival in March. *Black Bus Stop*, filmed in 2019, was recognized on Grounds in a commemorative marker at the site this year. They finished shooting *Gospel Hill*, the 10th installment, in March.
Finals Program
Saturday, May 21, 2022
10:00 a.m.

Academic Procession

Elizabeth K. Meyer, Grand Marshal
Degree Candidates and Faculty
President's Party

The Pledge of Allegiance

The National Anthem, performed by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command Band
from Fort Eustis, Virginia

Welcome

James E. Ryan, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker

Whittington W. Clement, Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address

Claudrena N. Harold, Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., Professor of History and Department Chair

Conferring of Degrees, Mr. Ryan

College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, Interim Dean David L. Hill

Greetings from the Alumni Association

Thomas B. Mangas, Chair of the University of Virginia Alumni Association Board of Managers

Final Words to the Class, Mr. Ryan

Academic Recession, The Good Old Song

We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed.
Dr. Taison Bell is an assistant professor in the divisions of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine and Infectious Diseases and International Health. He is also Vice Chair for Faculty Affairs in the Department of Medicine and previously served as the director of the Medical Intensive Care Unit. Born in Boston and raised in Lynchburg, he graduated from UVA with a degree in African American and African studies, and he completed his medical degree at the Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia University.

As a critical care and infectious diseases specialist, Dr. Bell has played a major role in UVA’s response to COVID-19 and is well regarded as a passionate clinician educator. Last year, the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia gave him a “Rising Star” Outstanding Faculty Award, the highest honor the state bestows on faculty from all of Virginia’s private and public colleges and universities.

As an attending physician in the Medical Intensive Care Unit, Dr. Bell has cared for patients in UVA’s COVID units and assisted long-term care facilities in Central Virginia as they battled outbreaks.

Dr. Bell also helped shepherd a University- and community-wide effort to create and distribute personal protective equipment to frontline care providers and was instrumental in bringing a clinical trial to UVA that examined the effectiveness of remdesivir as a COVID-19 treatment. Based on the results from UVA and other trial locations, the federal Food and Drug Administration authorized remdesivir as the first treatment for COVID-19.

He also directs the UVA Summer Medical Leadership Program, a six-week enrichment program for 30 college undergraduates from underrepresented groups who are interested in pursuing medical careers. Dr. Bell is also widely recognized as a national leader in the study of health disparities and was recently recognized as one of the Top 40 Under 40 Leaders in Minority Health by the National Minority Quality Forum.

Dr. Bell trained in internal medicine at the Massachusetts General Hospital, where he was a chief resident. He subsequently completed an infectious disease fellowship at the combined Massachusetts General and Brigham and Women’s Hospital program, followed by a critical care fellowship at the National Institutes of Health. He has also completed the executive MBA program at the UVA Darden School of Business, where he co-founded Owl Peak Labs, a Charlottesville-based medical technology startup.
Finals Program
Sunday, May 22, 2022
10:00 a.m.

Academic Procession

*Elizabeth K. Meyer*, Grand Marshal
Degree Candidates and Faculty
President's Party

The Pledge of Allegiance

The National Anthem, performed by the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command Band from Fort Eustis, Virginia

Welcome

*James E. Ryan*, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker

*Whittington W. Clement*, Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address

*Taison D. Bell, M.D., M.B.A.*, Assistant Professor of Medicine

Conferring of Degrees, *Mr. Ryan*

School of Medicine, *Dean Melina R. Kibbe, M.D.*
School of Law, *Dean Risa L. Goluboff*
School of Engineering & Applied Science, *Dean Jennifer L. West*
School of Education and Human Development, *Dean Robert C. Pianta*
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration, *Dean Scott C. Beardsley*
School of Architecture, *Dean Malo André Hutson*
School of Nursing, *Dean Pamela F. Cipriano*
McIntire School of Commerce, *Dean Nicole Thorne Jenkins*
School of Continuing & Professional Studies, *Dean Alex E. Hernandez*
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy, *Dean Ian H. Solomon*
School of Data Science, *Dean Philip E. Bourne*

Greetings from the Alumni Association

*Thomas B. Mangas*, Chair of the University of Virginia Alumni Association Board of Managers

Final Words to the Class, *Mr. Ryan*

Academic Recession, *The Good Old Song*

*We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed.*
University of Virginia
Board of Visitors

Whittington W. Clement, Rector (Richmond, VA)
Robert D. Hardie, Vice Rector (Charlottesville, VA)
Robert M. Blue (Richmond, VA)
Mark T. Bowles (Goochland, VA)
L.D. Britt, M.D., MPH (Suffolk, VA)
Carlos M. Brown (Richmond, VA)
Frank M. Conner III (Alexandria, VA)
Elizabeth M. Cranwell (Vinton, VA)
Thomas A. DePasquale (Washington, DC)
Barbara J. Fried (Crozet, VA)
Louis S. Haddad (Suffolk, VA)
Babur B. Lateef, M.D. (Manassas, VA)
Angela Hucles Mangano (Carlsbad, CA)
James B. Murray, Jr. (Keene, VA)
The Honorable L.F. Payne (Charlottesville, VA)
C. Evans Poston, Jr. (Norfolk, VA)
James V. Reyes (Washington, DC)
Joel W. Hockensmith, Faculty Representative (Charlottesville, VA)
Sarita Mehta, Student Representative (Austin, TX)
Susan G. Harris, Secretary to the Board of Visitors
University of Virginia
Administration

James E. Ryan, President
Ian B. Baucom, Executive Vice President and Provost
Jennifer Wagner Davis, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
K. Craig Kent, M.D., Executive Vice President for Health Affairs

Deans of Schools

Scott C. Beardsley, Dean, Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Philip E. Bourne, Dean, School of Data Science
Pamela F. Cipriano, Dean, School of Nursing
Risa L. Goluboff, Dean, School of Law
Alex E. Hernandez, Dean, School of Continuing & Professional Studies
David L. Hill, Interim Dean, College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Malo André Hutson, Dean, School of Architecture
Nicole Thorne Jenkins, John A. Griffin Dean, McIntire School of Commerce
Melina R. Kibbe, M.D., Dean, School of Medicine
Robert C. Pianta, Dean, School of Education and Human Development
Ian H. Solomon, Dean, Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Jennifer L. West, Dean, School of Engineering & Applied Science
## Graduates and Degree Candidates

### Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

**Conferred August 13, 2021**

### Doctors of Philosophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Dissertation Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maria Francesca Ali</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dissertation: Oligodendrocyte Progenitor Cell Tiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Sanae Bangerter</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Dissertation: Dense Seasonal Sampling of an Orchard Population Uncovers Population Turnover, Adaptive Tracing, and Structure in Multiple Drosophila Species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Sean Brannnelly</td>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Dissertation: Jupiter and Juno in Ovid’s Fasti: Prismatic Personae and Polarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire-Marie Brisson</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Dissertation: The Francophone North Atlantic: Identity, Religion, and Trauma in French Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Matthew Carroll</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Dissertation: Dynamic Ideal Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu Cheng</td>
<td>Astronomy</td>
<td>Dissertation: Star Formation in Massive Protoclusters and First Exploration of Environmental Dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Del Refugio Esparza Rodriguez</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>Dissertation: Cartographies of Vulnerability: Body and Space in Contemporary Mexican Literature and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhijie Fan</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Dissertation: Multi-Scale Dynamical Modeling of Correlated Systems Based on Dynamical Mean-Field Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nouha Gammar</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>Dissertation: Performance(s) en recueil: BnF Jr 23566, textes, métatextes et contextes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1 Distinguished Majors Program*
**Masters of Arts**

David Biao Nemer
William Philip Boyce
Kyun Woo Hong
Kaylee Cheyenne Jule Lamb
Spencer Lovrinic
Harrison James Weeks
Valentina Anastacia Zabrovskaya

**Masters of Science**

Alexander Robert Jensen
Emilia de Azevedo Torrellas
Tianrui Zhu

**Conferred December 17, 2021**

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Daniel Levi Abrams
Mathematics
Dissertation: Reconciling the Buddha’s Realm: Buddhist Stupa/
Pagoda Imagery of the Northern and Southern Dynasties (386-589 CE), China

Joseph Eisner
Mathematics
Dissertation: Support Expansion
Operator Algebras

Luan Falcao Daniel Santos
Economics
Dissertation: Deadly Politics: Political Connections, Intergov-
ernmental Transfers, and Mortality

Noel Jacqueline Ferraro
Chemistry
Dissertation: Investigation of
Bacterial Cell Surface Accessibility
and Peptidoglycan Interactions

Lucas Allen Freeman
Chemistry
Dissertation: Synthetic Investi-
gations of Molecular s-block
Organometallic Chemistry
Supported by Singlet Carbenes

Chengxing He
Physics
Dissertation: Quantum Control
of Cold Rydberg Ensembles and
Non-Hermitian Systems

Xiao Hu
Physics
Dissertation: Neutron Scattering
Studies of Magnetic and Non-
Magnetic Correlated Systems

Xixiao Hu
Physics
Dissertation: Thermoellectric Studies
of P-Type Narrow-Bandgap Bi-Sh
and Modeling of Transport Properties

Mi Wha Jin
Chemistry
Dissertation: Astrochemical Model-
ing with Nondiffusive Mechanisms
and a Study of Chemical Evolution
in Various Star-Forming Regions

Grayson Carter Johnson
Chemistry
Dissertation: Chemistry of the
Nonmaterial Interface: Control-
ing Nanoparticle Morphology,
Self-Assembly, and Catalysis

Matthew Lawrence Joyce
Physics
Dissertation: Search for Super-
symmetry in Diphon Final States
with the Compact Muon Solenoid
Experiment

Sherry L. Kausch
Nursing
Dissertation: Analytical Approaches
to Quantify Illness Severity

Huangxing Li
Physics
Dissertation: The Main Electrode
System of the Nab Experiment and
the Analysis of the Performance
in the Measurement of the Fierz
Term B

Julia Victoria Lieber
French
Dissertation: Recasting Iron:
Alternative Imaginations of an
Ephemeral Eiffel Tower, 1889-1909

Chang Liu
Chemistry
Dissertation: Heterogeneous
Electrocatalysts with Well-Defined
Surface and Catalytic Site Struc-
tures for Clean Energy and Fuel
Conversions

Kathryn Jane Muir
Nursing
Dissertation: Exploring the Direct
and Indirect Costs of Nurse Burn-
out for a Health Care Organization

Matthew Benjamin Pincus
Classics
Dissertation: Voices in the Inter-
stices: Internal Aporia in the
Platonic Dialogues

Damien John Robinson
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: The Great Red Fleet:
China’s Port Call Diplomacy–Battie-
lowagons as Bandwagons

Preea Saha
Physics
Dissertation: Novel Phases and
Dynamical Phenomena in Fru-
strated Magnets

Marie Ann Statler
Nursing
Dissertation: The Impact of Racial
Concordance on African American
Participation in Nursing Research:
A Qualitative Descriptive Study

Zhongheng Tian
Physics
Dissertation: Numerical Simula-
tions and Machine Learning
Modelling of Magnetic Systems

Jacob E Walleys
Chemistry
Dissertation: Highly Reactive
Beryllium and Bismuth Complexes:
Structure Analysis, Chemical Bond-
ing, and Redox Chemistry

Anna Way
Biology
Dissertation: Context-Dependent
Gene Function in C. Elegans

Zhenyang Xu
Physics
Dissertation: Crystal Structure,
Electric Properties and Phase Tran-
sition of Phase Change Materials
Ge5Sb2Te3, Ge5.5Sb2Te3

Ci Xue
Chemistry
Dissertation: Discovery and Morphol-
ogy of Complex Molecules Toward
Interstellar Molecular Clouds

Madeline Lee Zehnder
English
Dissertation: Companion Forms:
Portable Objects and the Intimacies
of Circulation in Nineteenth-Century
America

Ji Zhang
Chemistry
Dissertation: Non-Invasive Single
Cell Imaging in Bacterial Biofilms
Under Controlled Physicochemical
Environments

Puhan Zhang
Physics
Dissertation: Machine Learning
Spin Dynamics of Strongly Corre-
lated Electron Systems

**Masters of Arts**

Thirumalai Cunnavakkum
Anandappillai Achintya
Patrick John Ahern, Jr.
Ki Tae Ahn
Bridget Logan Blakey
Samantha Rose Brindley
Rebecca Louise Brown
Lamont Stanley Bryant
John Jacob Calhoun
Katherine Rose Churchill
Isabelle Cimala
Aron Kenneth Daw
Guilana Eggleston
Nicole Katie Fleskes
Justin Wilson Garrison
Jacob Richard Goldstein-Greenwood
Matthew Grace
Tanner James Greene
Eyal Hay Handelsman Katz
Amanda Fina Hellwig
Daniel Robert Jachim
Laura Jamison
John Anthony Jane III
Siya Jian
Erin Nicole Kastar
Zoe Elizabeth Kempf-Harris
Alexandra Kathleen Kennedy
Tucker Henry Kuman
Ilana Emily Ladis
Maria Alexandra Larrazabal Carrillo
Lee LeBoeuf
Renu Linberg
Holden Dulaney Lipscomb
Hannah Jane Loeb
Heather Mease
Emily Mellen
John Salvatore Modica
Isabelle Lorraine Moore
William Nichols
Caroline Noel
Sue Young Oh
Nnenna Onyima
Corey Pettit
Layla Picard
Chloe C. Porhe
Taina Belinda Quiles
Gavin Lane Riley
Eric Nicholas Robertson
Mary Ruth Robinson

\(^{1}\) Distinguished Majors Program
Connor Sheldon Kenaston  
History  

Sanjay Khatri  
Physics  
Dissertation: Angle-Dependent Strong Field Ionization of Oriented Carbonyl Sulfide

Ga Young Ko  
Economics  
Dissertation: Gender Discrimination in the Gig Economy: Evidence from Online Auctions for Freelancing

Micaela Joan Kowalski  
History  
Dissertation: Envisioning New Worlds: The Visual Construction of Religious and Racial Difference in Early Modern German Print, 1491-1700

Janet Marie Lawler  
Government  
Dissertation: Democratic Vistas in Digital Space

Jaeho Lee  
Economics  
Dissertation: Heterogeneity of Young and Old Individuals: Macroeconomic Effects and Policy Implications

Za Yeon Lee  
Economics  
Dissertation: Essays on Fiscal Policy and Sovereign Debt Management

Yuan Liang  
Physics  
Dissertation: A Variational Approach of Anharmonicity in Lattice Dynamics

Stefan Isaac Lund  
History  
Dissertation: Unfit to Print: The Practice of Press Censorship During the American Civil War

Keira E Mahoney  
Chemistry  
Dissertation: Improved Methods for Identification of MHC Class I-associated Peptides

Sarasi Maitra  
Mathematics  
Dissertation: Partial Trace Ideals, The Conductor and Berger’s Conjecture

Jacob Malcolm  
Environmental Sciences  
Dissertation: Temperate Forest Response to Multiple Ecosystem Change Drivers in the Eastern United States: Implications for Forest Carbon and Water Balance

Kevin Joseph Mayer  
Chemistry  
Dissertation: Chiral Analysis by Chiral Tag Rotational Spectroscopy

Amalia McDonald  
Psychology  
Dissertation: An Epigenetic Mechanism for Differential Neural Maturation and Socio-emotional Development in Childhood

Ruizhong Miao  
Statistics  
Dissertation: Informative Structures in Complex Networks

Maria Cristina Panepinto  
Chemistry  
Dissertation: Leveraging Proteomic Strategies to Analyze Post-Translational Modifications and Membrane Proteins

Sara Park  
Spanish  
Dissertation: Reconfiguración de memoria: Auto ficción de las hijas de desaparecidos en Argentina

Xi Peng  
Chemistry  

Allister Pilar Plater  
Sociology  
Dissertation: Precarious Privilege: Productive Consumption Among Silicon Valley’s Emerging Elites

Saad Qasem  
Anthropology  
Dissertation: Fixity of Water, Fluidity of Land: Everyday Life in the Chars of Chilmari, Bangladesh

Kevin Stewart Rose  
Religious Studies  
Dissertation: Living Green: The Neoliberal Climate of Protestant Environmentalism

Joaquin Saldain Descazi  
Economics  
Dissertation: Essays on High-Cost Consumer Credit

Lu Shi  
Chemistry  

Heidi Siegrist  
English  
Dissertation: All Y’All: Queering Southernness in Recent U.S. Fiction

Gustav Ryan Sjobeck  
Psychology  

Chhavi Sood  
Biology  
Dissertation: The Role of Notch Signaling in Regulating Neural Stem Cell Quiescence and Termination During Development

Dylan Wayne Spivey  
History of Art and Architecture  
Dissertation: Contested Classicism: The English Baroque, Palladianism, and the Commodification of Architectural Style, 1715-1754

Rami Touibia Stucky  
Music  
Dissertation: When Bossa Nova Was: The Sounds and Flavors of Brazilian Music in the United States during the 1960s

Andrew Thomas Cleve Sutton  
Physics  
Dissertation: Domain Generalization with Machine Learning in the NOvA Experiment

Haruka Hasegawa Takayama  
Economics  
Dissertation: Essays on Firms’ Foreign Direct Investment Decisions

Dipsika Thakur  
English  
Dissertation: Ghostly Encounters: Transnational Gothic and the Twenty-First Century Global Novel

Victoria Noel Tucker  
Nursing  

Hamed Vakilitaleghani  
Physics  
Dissertation: Magnetic Skyrmions and Topological Insulators for Spintronics Applications

Valerie Elaine Voigt  
English  
Dissertation: Refracting the Past in Post-Reformation Romance

Michelle Walsh  
Religious Studies  

Yapeng Wang  
Sociology  
Dissertation: Understanding Class and Gender Inequality in Higher Education: Insights from Comparing Asian Americans with Other Racial and Ethnic Groups

Kelse Elizabeth Wentz  
Chemistry  
Dissertation: Boron-Based Conjugated Materials: Structural Analysis, Photophysical Properties, and Redox Chemistry

Caroline Whitcomb  
Spanish  
Dissertation: Re-Thinking the Human-Centered Planet: Place, Affect, and the Multispecies World in Contemporary Caribbean Poetry

Brennan Dale Granger Williams  
Economics  
Dissertation: The Economic Consequences of Hurricanes

Naomi Worth  
Religious Studies  
Dissertation: The Enlightenment of the Body: The Theory and Practice of Winds and Channels Yoga at Namdroling Monastery and Nunnery in South India

Allison Jane Zec  
Physics  
Dissertation: Compton Polarimetry for Neutral Weak Form Factor Measurements in 208Pb and 48Ca

Qi Zhang  
Mathematics  
Dissertation: Hypothalamic Dopamine Receptor D1 Signaling Mediates Hedonic Feeding-induced Obesity

Xiaomou Zhang  
Biological Sciences  
Dissertation: Transport of Amino Acid and Sugar Regulated by MAMPs Triggered Immunity in Arabidopsis thaliana

Masters of Arts

Helmer Manuel Acevedo-Reyes  
Madison Elise Aurnou  
Deborah Lillian Ayres-Brown  
Sara Aziz  
Katia Bellal  
Stephen Thomas Beits  
Alex Christian Briegel  
Malcolm Cammeron  
Cameron John Colby  
Anh Thu Tran Dang  
Eric James Dynarski  
Megan Kristine Ellis  
Kerith Anne Fern  
Kaelin Erin Foody  
Benjamin Franklin Francis  
David Freire  
Adam Christopher Friedgen  
Remy Alexandre Furrer  
Thomas Geisinger  
Adrian G Gutierrez  
Katherine Agnes Gasser  
Brooke Nicole Habit  
Sophie Sarah Rose Hargrave  
Jessica Esther Hernandez  
I Hsuun Hsu  
Harry Jameson Hudome  
Tara Illgner  
Kelsey Erin Jaye  
Quintin Jepson  
Skyeler Grant Keesing
Distinguished Majors Program

Gregory Charles Conneen
Xinyuan Chen
Deven Rajesh Bhakta
Erica Behrens
Korash Assani
Prakamya Agrawal
Raisa Tolchinsky
Jeddie Sophronius
Roberto Rodriguez, Jr.
Gahl Pratt Pardes
James Lanier Nicholas
Kyle Marbut
Hannah Grace Dier
Yuan Xi
Justin Winokur
Robert Theodore Williams, Jr.
Jasmin N. Whitehead
Blaine Patrick Werner, Jr.
José Carlos Villegas Antillón
Abbigail Traaseth
Shelly Tilton
Peter Thomson
Aidan Thies
Leah Tedesco
Elena Kathryn Symmes
Saylor Victoria Snowden
Abigail Rose Simmerman
Maria Therese Rossini
Austin Rhea
Charles Haidhal Patel
Winnie Edrelis Perez Martinez
Martin Dupre Pinckney, Jr.
Melissa Privette

Masters of Fine Arts
Masters of Science


dorff

Jalen Douglass Carr
Matthew Dylan Carmichael
Courtney Rose Bryan
Janice Marie Murray
Kelsey Taylor Nason
Jeremy Nelson
Samuel John Nolan
Sarah Mary O’Connor
Samuel John Nolan
Jeremy Nelson
Janice Marie Murray
Kelsey Taylor Nason

College of Arts & Sciences

Conferred August 13, 2021

Bachelors of Arts

Payton Adams
Omar Younis Al-Dulaimi
Olivia Abigail Arnett
Abdulrahman Awad
Francesco Badocchi
Ayman Faris Baha
Caitlin Seelah Baird
Yama Baluch
Mudhia Banaj
Cecilia Renee Barber
Daniel Edwin Barock
Aashish Batheja
Bennett Carlan Battle
Isobel Marie Baxter
Aakriti Bhandari
Catherine Grace Bingham
Thomas Apell Blue
Jordan Warner Blum
Priscilla Boateng
Courtney Rose Bryan
Matthew Dylan Carmichael
Jalen Douglass Carr
Burhan Muhammad Chaudhry
Qinyi Che
Mohammad Chohan
Ye Ban Choi
Connor Chase Cinquegrana
Jessica Rae Copeland
April Nicole Corwin
John Taylor Cosby
Mason Spiers Couther
Myles Darby
Alexander John Dayton
Brodrick Decker
Sophia Daniella Denton
Tanvir Kaur Dhillwal
Yaye Diaa Dia
Mengri Du
Rain Jones Egurguren
Grace Frances Farmar
Nicholas Marlowe Farrington
Tiberiu Nicolaes Flesarui
Treasure Diamond Fletcher
Logan Ann Foster
Hickson Adomako Frimpong
Alexandra Christine Fuccella
Ari Ghaisemian
Lillian Constance Gifford
Fatoumeh Golafshani
Kenya Hairston
Rashad Lejuan Hall
Michael Francis Kirk Hammersom
Abigail F Harris
Thomas Maximus Hennessy
Nicolas Hidalgo
Lauren Hilliard
Jeffrey Deang Hu
David Louis Hunt
Sae Yi Im
Erika Lian Iwata
Jhanya Nikoll Johnson
Kirin Lynne Johnstone
Connor Mitchell Jones
Michael Karr
Rohan Kaushal
Layne K.L. Kenee
Mary Kenzakowski
Nijat Khanbabayev
Yash Khanna
Piers Francis Baker Kirk
Carolyn Camille Lane
An Le
Mihoung Lee
Rachel Lee
Kenneth Aaron Loan
Madeleine Rosemary Loftus
Anne C Lorenzoni
Carter Sterling Malkus
Nan Elizabeth Marsh
Casey Martin
Caroline Andresen Massey
Michael McClafferty
Eoin Blue McKenna
Kelly Justus Mclean
Jocelyn Andrea Mendez
Roblin Telemu Mengeisha
Christopher Merle
Meghan Anne Milligan
Louis Leggett Moore
Marilyn Greer Moore
Seth Harry Norton
Tania Marie Nuevo
Samuel Clay Offutt
Karlha Ortiz
Galen David Palowitch
Jonathan Lee Patane
Krystal Paulino
Connor Christopher John Pearson
Jake Ryan Pehlke
Robert Pei
Lakshmi Geethika Posni
Amelia Daire Puchino
Rishika Randev
Annabel Crawford Rhoads
Kristen Alexandra Richbourg
Brendan Rivoli
Karls Anna-Violet Roberts
Francisco Rodriguez
John Clayton Rohrbach
Robert Clayton Rohrbach
Daniel Andreas Romano
Kasey Moore Rooper
Aditya Dinesh Sapat
Cameron Ames Schafer
William Seidel
Noah Silas Shahman
Caitlyn Brianna Shanes
Abigail Grace Elenor Siepman
Samina N. Singh
Ethan Smith
Ryan Bradley Smith
Erica Matilda Soderberg
Victoria Ann Spiotto
Thomas Robert Stockstill
Austin Stratton
Mihir Tandon
David Thomas
Elza Thomas
Briana Camille Thompson
Juliette Michelle Valade
Gizella Ruth Wade
Hyden Wang
Zexuan Wang
Hollis Chamberlain Webster
Jonah Thomas Wermter
Sophie Genevieve Williams
Tilden Quinn Winston
Rose Lees Wyant
Caleb Baxter Yates
Zi Ye
Tammey Yin
Brandon Yoon
Jahil Ivonay Young
Cecilia Zavarse
Naguib Zekeria
William Zhang
Yiwei Zhang
Youdan Zhang

Bachelors of Science

CHEMISTRY

Alexis Rose Harris
Eliezer Rivera Johnson
Imani Anyiah Sanders
John Zima

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Brooke Haley Smith
Shiuoyun Tong
College of Arts & Sciences

PHYSICS
Kathleen Megan Soyoung Chang

Conferred December 17, 2021
Bachelors of Arts
Rhea Agarwal
Hamza Al Ameen
Luciana Alba
Darryle Keneus Aldridge
Shanah Sophie Ali
Jordan Evans Allen
Elizabeth Anne Amorosi
Emil Møller Andersen
Edward Clifford Anderson III
Emily Karen Andrews
Brennan Armstrong
Xavia Arlene Arnold
Kiavash Asghari
Christopher Michael Baiocco
William Tyler Baird
Alexis Victoria Baker
Sarah Naomi Baltuch
Catherine Todd Clark
Esther Chung
Fiona Chow
Pauline Zhi Ning Chong
Joe Chen
Erin Elizabeth Cary
Matthew Alexander Car
Juliana May Callen
Carolina Elsa Carrera-Justiz
Matthew Alexander Carter
Eran Elizabeth Cary
Cynthia Chau
Joe Chen
Jordan Genelle Cherry
Nicole Thavry Chheng
Pauline Zhi Ning Chong
Fiona Chow
Esther Chung
Catherine Todd Clark
John Christopher Clemens, Jr.
Lauren Paige Conner
John Winthrop Cooney
Kevin Dang
Grace Alexandra Davis
Guy Alexander Davis, Jr.
Dylan Dellett-Wion
Harsimran Singh Deol
Christopher Louis Dillard
Nishmive Divine
Elit Jasmine Dogu
Chideraa Lisa Ekuchkwu
Robert Anthony Eriksson
Wahid Farooqui
Evan Kendall Fleshman
Carson Bradley Flickinger
Kayla Christina Folaco
Ryan James Gentilcore
Mikaela Devann Georgiou
Oliver Benjamin Gerbig
Courtney Nicole Glover
Natalie Sofia Gonzalez
Katie Marie Grant
Selena Guerrero
Aria Pooja Gupta
Thomas Howard Hamilton III
Lour Harb
Gray Townsend Hart
Robert Andrew Haskins, Jr.
Matthew Elder Headley
Megan Taylor Herr
Devin Hill
Gibson Elizabeth Hylton
Leslie Jasmine Jackson
Sachin Jain
Thomas Martin Jennings
Joshua Jeon
Minseo Jeong
Yujin Jeong
Yiying Jiao
Natalie Elizabeth Johns
Perris Malique Jones
Justin Hyunghin Joo
Selim Kandil
Seohyun Kang
Nicholas Karam
Saranya Kasiathunhi
Sara Elyse Kawsan
Faiz Khan
John Caleb Kim
Oliver Mikka Kim
Helena Louise Kimon
Arlena Yomsely Lara Quinteros
Jack Henry Larrick
So Hyoung Lee
Veronica Renee Lenz
Jennifer Li
Lily Li
Zhuoyi Galvin Li
Andrew James Lingle
An Liu
Chenlin Liu
Tianrui Liu
Margaret McDonagh Lloyd
Parker Johnston Luber
Caroline Ann Luscko
Jonathan Conrad Mack
Nicholas Tobey Manalac
Britney Nicole Mangan
Victoria Maria Auxiliadora Marcos
Lindsey Joan Martinez
Surbhi Mathur
Sahand Philip McLain
Akhil Shenoy
McKenzie Frances McMinn
Caitlin Marie Mea
Arnav Mehra
José Isaac Mendoa
Neil Kumar Menon
Madison Gates Meredith
Claire Augusta Meyer
Ryan Middleworth
Courtney Rose Milot
Sorayah Makena Moise
Anna Jong Moon
Catherine Nelson Moore
Katherine Lee Mosier
Inran Muhammad Zai
Hasan Mukati
Natalie Christine Mullins
Pranit Naidellip
Michael Callahan Nagle
Anusha Venkat Nandyala
Hanah Amber No
Jack Morrison O'Brien
Aksoua Danso Odei
Ellen Grayson Olluet
Victoria Ireojuwa Olalemi
Kareem Mohamed Omeish
Anna Elise Osborne
Tiara Padgett
Michael Hao Pang
Jacob Park
James Bennett Parks
Aaroh Kalpesh Patel
Nikita Sanjay Patel
Allan Earl Perry, Jr.
Sarah Marie Petrunyak
Caitlin Phan
Robert Lewis Phillips II
Christopher Tuan Phung
Trinity Cassatt Polk
Sheeba Prince
Madison Leigh Purvis
Regan Martin Quinn
Ayun Rabhani
Giboba Kenneth Ramm
Zshawn Raaoof
Nicole Marie Reeves
Kathleen Kelly Regalado
Alexander Chase Rimmington
William Rock
Sophia Elizabeth Rogers
Gianni Ross
Grace Forrest Sanford
Maxwell Sarpong
Katherine Virginia Satterfield
Olivia Grace Scheidt
Caden William Schuessler
A Xhosa Jhai Scott
Kymberli Marelle Segres
Nicholas Ian Vecere Sellers
Neema Semsar
Christian McFall Sesler
Abi Shah
John Christopher Sipher
Genesis Rachel Smith
Alex Soltes
Philip Song
Alexa Christine Spanastra
Chloe Swan Sparwath
Denton Michael Spencer
John Benjamin Spencer
Lala B Stone
Rachana Subbanna
Noah Surette
Wahaj Akhtar Syed
Vishal Tallu
Howard Tan
Yixin Tang
Suchet Taori
Rahel Tavayub
Noah Gary Taylor
Christian Steven Thompson
Alexis Michelle Thorpe
Ayeshia Estra Tora
Mackenzie Jane Trainor
An Tsiskarishivili
Grace Turner
Victoria Weymar Van Dixhoorn

Conferred May 22, 2022
Bachelors of Arts
Isobel Aatons
Tea Raquel Abbadi
Sakrya Lydell Abbitt
Iman Suleiman Abdul
Setarh Aboola
Emanuel Abraham
Leela Abrishami
Massimo Robert Abruzzo
Mia Abulencia
Unar Basel Abuhabban
Jad Tareq Abutayhe
Saleem Abu-Taye
Amruta Ashok Acharya
Victoria Grace Adams
Adam Fortis Adelstein
Ian Adoremos
Ryan Ashford
Vani Agarwal
Akshet Aggarwal
Maria Jose Aguilar Prieto
Emaas Ahmad
Bijan Ahmadi
David Ahmadi
Sara Yosif Ahmed
Shun'suke Akagi
Amman Akram
Joelte Sumaiya Alam
Ruth Ager1
College of Arts & Sciences

Marina Albuquerque
Ryan Carter Alcorn
Kane Aldrich
Isabelle Airlie Aldridge
Emily Jane Alexander
Rachel Susan Alexander
Sydney Lane Alexander
Reem Nabil Al-Humadi
Shahira Mustafa Ali
Faith Allen
Kiara Michelle Allen
Reese Graydon Allen
Regan Elizabeth Allen
Hannah R Allison
Charles Allred
Nikolas Almas
Jamie Beth Alperin
Tiba Alshammari
Husain Alrafi
Sarah Elizabeth Alvers
William Bradley Alvord
Saipranusha Amancherla
Surya Vasudev Ambardar
Abeba Amenshowa
Philip E Amenyoo-Awude
Johann Abel Amurrio
Megan Lyn Blaustein
Alicja Maria Blaszczyk
Anna Danielle Blank
Lauren Marie Blanchetti
Elizabeth Ridley Hartwell
Josephine Burgess
Julia Thompson Burke
Steven Edward Burke
Rayna Jeanne Burmeister
Emily Denise Burnett
Richard Barton Bush
Amber Mackenzie Buschaw
Mary Carson Butler
Colin James Buyck
SooYun Samantha Byeon
John Henry Patterson Cabot
Francisco Caffaro
Hannah Josephine Cahill
Frank Wade Cahoo
Chengyuan Cai
Janie Huang Cai
Justin Cai
Ellie Elizabeth Cain
Emmaline Hannah Calhoun
Andrea Anthony Caliano
Julia Catherine Calland
Emma Rae Camp
Casey Alexander Campbell
Emily Campell
Jack Campbell
LoganSonya Odel Campbell
Maura Leigh Campbell
William Joseph Candella
Anna Patricia Canning
Annie Lei Cao
Romina Maria Caputi Icaza
Elizabeth Birdsong Carden
Fernando Alberto Cardozo
Charlotte Kathleen Carey
Grant Pennington Carey
William Carli
Hope Swanson Carlson
Jillian Sophie Carpenter
Sarah Langhorne Carrington
Elena McEwan Carrion
Matthew Raymond Carroll
Matthew S Carswell
Caroline Carbon Caruso
Molly Georgia Case
Courtney Tate Carson
Dylan Thomas Castagne
John Patrick Castello
John Castillo
Emilia Del Rosario Catacora-Lopez
Ryan Charles Cha
Haley Josiah Chae
Caroline Fontana Challe
Andrew Reubin Chambers
Ty/Leik Cleveland Chambers
Melody Champ
Jane Carter Chandler
Soulis Chandra
Eric Krishmappa Chandrasekhar
Anna Grace Chang
Krit Chanwong
Kasey Marie Chapman
Haashim Atta Chaudhry
Aajal Shahid Chaudry
Rosalind Alexandra Chavier
Michael Anthony Chehad
Gabriella Chellis
Angela Chen
Caroline Chen
Jasmin Chen

1 Distinguished Majors Program
John Chen
Samuel Ruijie Chen
Yixuan Chen
Yuanqian Chen
Zumin Chen
Parker Kirk Chenault
Dongyang Cheng
Kyle Wayne-Sean Cheng
Kowshik Chepuri
Elizabeth Campbell Chester
Austin Reed Childress
Deric Terrence Childress, Jr.
Conner Dale Childs
Anvitha Ranga Chimata
Andrew Carlton Chin
Raymond Chin
Rachel Chiramel
Serena Chmela
Andrew N Cho
Grace Nukino Cho
Jean W Cho
Soobin Cho
Michael Kaukali Chock
Krish Mihir Chodhari
Janice Sung-Yeon Choe
Daniel Jisuk Choi
Katherine Anna Choi
Melissa Choi
Kristina Chong
Redwan Arman Chowdhury
Mary Catherine Christensen
Lauren Melissa Christenson
Meredith Christian
Miko Curran Christiansen
Alexia Christie
David Ross Christie
Hans Hewett Christofferson
Gabriella Chu
Andy Chuang
Nikolas Isaac Churchill
Peter Joseph Ciccone III
Quinn Joseph Ciccone
Milla Isabelle Ciprian
Emma Grace Clark
Joanna Ashley Clark
Jonathan Fletcher Clark, Jr.
Kihei Issiah Clark
Peyton Alexander Clark
Casey Taylor Clarke
Antonio Clary
Kaitlin Elizabeth Cleary
Macie Jordan Clerkley
Joshua Clifford
Georgia Laine Clore
Morgan Ann Clore
Mason Porter Coates
Morgan S. Coates
John Finnian Cochrane
Kelly Hart Cogan
William Markus Colenbrander
Alexandra K Collins
Edward James Collins
Avery Hayes Colyer
Sarah Elizabeth Combs
Sophie Marie Lamka Condron
Janet Cassidy Conklin
Neila Barrett Connaughton
Jeffrey Kenneth Conner
Sean Wilson Conners
Kevin William Connolly
Claire Constant
Jessica Madelyn Conway
Anna Marie Cook
Matthew Lee Cook
Devan Anne Coombes
Carlie Renee Cooper
Maleeha Coovadia
John Bryan Corado
Christopher-Thomas Kendrick
Cordero
Natalie Mar Cordero
Alessandro Paolo Coreas
Payton Alonzo Cormier
Catherine Gabrielle Cornicelli
Reark R. Corson
Katelyn Patricia Cory
Annamaria Florencio Costanzo
Natalie ReBecka Rose Costanzo
Amada Elizabeth Coughlin
Elizabeth Carson Counibourn
Irene Victoria Cox
Kenneth Ericson Howard Cox
Lauren Elizabeth Cox
Sophia Katherine Cox
Sydney Cox
Spencer Grady Archer Coyle
Ellen Ann Coyne
Katherine Jean Cozart
Joseph Cranwell
Ashley Kathleen Crawford
Dylan Charles Crawford
Jack Woodley Crawford
Rachel Stewart Crawford
Charlotte Anna Creedon
Walker Henry Creeden
Megan Cecilia Crenney
Brooke LoCasale Crouch
Alexander Christian Cruz
Graceyn Faith Cabbage
William J Cull III
Garvey Opheila Cummings
Declan Joseph Cusimiskie
Carolyn Haden Cunningham
Logan Bane Cunningham
Allyson Curran
Cara Curran
Emma Grace Currie
Megan Elizabeth Custard
Ethan David Dabbs
Avery Elizabeth Dahl
Heather Danet
Kevin Edward Danforth
Lan-Anh Dang
Georgia Daniels
Kyle Douglas Daniluk
Joshua Garet Dano
Hayley Therese Darden
Santiago Darquea Gallardo
Tanya Alexis Das
Julia Barrett Davenport
Kristen Sara Davidson-Schwartz
Abigail Grace Davis
Alanda Marie Davis
Ceara Davis
Cecily Lucenda Davis
Hunter Bowman Davis
Joshua Chabot Davis
Levi Davis
Mary Jessica Davis
Thomas Frederick Davis
Samuel Chase Dawson
Jonathan Day
Luky Christopher De Cresce
Charles Wilkinson Dean
Chloe Vanessa Dearman
Julia Renee Deaver
Hannah Kaitlyn Dehnam
Dominick Christopher DeCaro
Lucy Parker Deignan
Matthew Phelps Deiley
Nicholas Del Rosso
Sebastian Del Valle
Amelia Delphos
Piper Nicole D’Emmanuele
Olivia Catherine DeMattia
Nidhi Hemal Desai
Shaalini Sanjiv Desai
Christophe Célestin Desroches
Derek Jarvis Devine
Robert Hanson Dewey IV
Ishaan Dew
Braeden Riley Dew
Fatoumata DIALLO
Halinta Nouria DIALLO
Emil Lorenzo Cunanan Diaz
Meredith Noelle Dillo
Jacob Clifford Dillard
Margaret Elizabeth Dillman
Eleanor Lennox Dilworth
Nicolos Robert DiMaggio
David Sebastian DiMeglio
Helen Ding
Shunkai Ding
Devon Arthur D’Sanza
Alyssa Shae Dixon
Lily Hannah Djebiyan
Evgeni Dmitrashchuk
Rhiamon Elizabeth Doone
Nicole Grace Dohins
Brian Janelle Doby
Sydney Marie Dobzyniak
Bianka Dodson
Daniel Joseph Doherty IV
Katherine Ella Dolan
Zachary Steven Dole
Lichen Dong
Katerina Alexandra Dorian
Aaron Tipton Doss
Carly Ann Dotsen
Aidan Douc
Abigail Martha Dougherty
Julia Karoly Downing
Stefan Edward Doyen
Kelly Elizabeth Drash
Jack Drennan
Alize Rose Dreyer
Thomas Harrison Driscoll
Jenna Elizabeth Driskill
Anlan Medige Duan
Patrick James Duane
Kate Elizabeth Dudley
Mary Catherine Clark Dudley
Madison Bencal Dudrean
Camille Theresa Cadilhac Duffy
Tristin Maguire Duffy
Samuel P DuFon
Colin DuGagn
Myana Ciann Dukes
Sam William Dulin
Margaret Lynn Lewis Dunbar
Breanna Lynn Duncan
Elizabeth Cara Duncan
Nathan Duncan
Noah Riley Duncan
Ethan Marshall Dunevant
Margaret Deja Dunkum
Roman Dupryn
Tatum Bernard Durfee
Danielle Durkovic
Jeffrey Thomas Dutter
Christine Frances Dziedzic
Preston Lee Eac
Sean Howland Ealy
Brooks Eason
Madeline Marie Eason
John Brian Easton
Leyla Danielle Ebrahim
Andrea Mendoza Edmunds
Catherine Jane Edwards
Izamar Grace Edwards
Kathryn Lee Edwards
Payton Alexander Edwards
Theodore Jack Edwards
Hannah Downey
David John Ehrenman
Ahmed Mohammad Etemad
Samara Elahi
John Joseph Ellard III
Rebecca Anna Elliott
Sarandon Clare Elliott
Evangeline Ellis
Ladson Brooks Ellis
Emma Elizabeth Ellsworth
Zoe Madison Elmas
Mehdy Elouassi
Jena Nazih Elshami
Lillian Helena Emery Baum
Tess Aurelia Enderson
Emily Bray Engbrethson
Hannah Claire Enslen
Kurt Vincent Erickson
Sophia Grace Erickson
Pamela Avery Erskine
Rafael Junior Escotto
Julia Jane Eskew
Rahel Eskinder
Andres Maximiliano Esparza
Jennifer Carmen Espinoza
Anthony Francis Esquivel
Alexander J Eustace
Olivia Evans
Amber Louise Exechiels
Eleni Cassie Fafoutis
Timothy James Faillace
Eliza Paulaine Falk
Andrew Wayne Famsler, Jr.
Elizabeth Lea Farnsworth
M Yusuf Farooqui
Any Faruki
Elizabeth Fastow
Anna Gallatin Faulks
Michael Fechtner
Jack Patrick Feenick
Aiwen Feng
Sara Jiaqi Feng
Jessica Nicole Ferebee
Ashlyn Elizabeth Ferguson
Kathryn Ewing Ferrell

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Grace Patricia Lewis
Kara Lynn Lewis
Seth Eliot Lewis
Allison Li
Dexin Li
Dorothy Li
Hangyu Li
Joy Li
Lucy Jin Li
Nathan Li
Candy Liang
Minhao Liang
Amy Jing Liao
Wenyu Liao
Madeline M Lichten
Zachary Lifschin
Amber Liller
Heeje Amy Lim
Lauren Lim
Justin Riina Limardo
Saihye Lumon
Andrew Chan Lin
Cliff Lin
Jennifer Lin
Nicholas Lin
Tiffany Lin
William Duce Lineberry, Jr.
Caroline Grace Linkous
Kelsey Virginia Lipscomb
Tyler Aaron Litchfield
Natalie Owyneth Little
Olive Rose Little
Rebecca Little
Abel G. Liu
Andrew Y Liu
Benjamin Paul Liu
Brenda Xihe Liu
Gina Marie Liu
Michele Elyssa Liu
Nora Liu
Olivia Liu
Qianshu Liu
Shuyang Liu
Yanghe Liu
Olivia Grace LiVois
Elenda Nnona Lively Imoke
Georgia Wai Chi Lo
Sophia Marie Lochner
Kirthana Logachandar
Justin Hurst Logan
Amatullah Lonandwala
Kelley Elizabeth Long
Minjun Long
George O'Brien Lorenze
Nicolette Isabel Lounberg
Camilla Wescott Lowe
Emma K Lowenstein
Rhyane Lynn Lowman
Madeleine Rose Luberecki
Daniel Harris Ludwig
David Robert Ludeka
Alyssa Marie Luehring
Abigail Ruth Lund
Caroline Erika Lund
Scott Richard Lung
Steven Scott Lunsford, Jr.
Jiahao Luo
Michelle Lukalo
Priscilla Luu
Nicole Matos Luz
Chloe Carrington Lyda
Cole Walter Lytle
Chuyuan Lyu
Emily Luyao Ma
Indiyah MaeShawn Mbry
Camryn Bridget MacAleeze
Matthew Hamilton MacCallum
Elizabeth Anne Chapman
Macdonnell
Cornelia Haywood Mackay
Alena Joan Mackay-Smith
Sophia Liautaud MacLean
Kendal Olivia Madar
Sounil Sundee Madhiawalu
Anthony V Madson
Kachisicho Nwovuatu Madzimoyo
Robert Tychsen Magill
Aditi Mahabal
Ishita R. Mahajan
Ashwin Mahesh
Kiyara Nymber-Jendayi Mählen
Kristian Alexander Mahoney
Mary-Kate Mahoney
Arham Majid
Alexandra Paige Major
Jasmine Malik
Daniel Leonard Malinowski
William Constantine Mallas
McKenzie Brooke Malloy
Samuel J Mallow
Caroline Leah Malloy
Dominique Alyiah Malloy
Brian William Mandeville III
Ayse Ergan Mangan
Alexander George Manatis
Sahithi Mankala
Claire Victoria Mansoor
Leigh Therese Matte
Lauren Isabelle Lumhbo Manuel
Marla Cristina Manzur Martinez
Victor Francis Marcelli
Allison Michelle Marcotte
Sarina Desai Margolin
Zachary Charles Marhanka
Ram Marvinthu
Alexander Stephen Marinescu
Andrew Barnard Markwalter
Dulaney Hughes Marsh
Juliana Sue Marsh
Stratton Elizabeth Marsh
Alexandra Marie Marshall
Autumn Sklyer Martin
Bradley Augusta Martin
Maria Iris Martin
Spencer Martin
Nicholas Littleton MartinHale
Alvaro Jose Martinez Maduro
Angel Martinez
Nicklaus Joseph Martinez
Kyle Christina Marx
Carter Reid Mason
Lauren Alexis Mason
Avantika Masrani
Sara Campbell Massei
Francis Stanford Massie III
Anna Janelle Tan Mata
Gabriela Carolina Matheu
Aira Marzan Matin
Dominic Matriccino
Kay Mattern
Patricia Helen Matyas
Sydney Maxwell
Dylan Joshua Mayo
Adrian Jaquan Mayne
Dejon Robert Mayo
Jacob Cole Mayo
Ayush Mayur
Emma Kate McBride
Jarrett Alan McBride
Grace Patricia McGinn
Matthew Ryan McCann
Mathew Ryan McCarn
Caroline Alexis McClure
Kelsey Ireland McCoy
Reagan Elizabeth McDaniel
Blake McDonald
Devin James McDonald
Anarose Sylvia McDonough
Caroline Conner McDowell
Christopher Eugene McGahren
Rachel Anne McMichael
Conner McGivern
Joseph Dennis McGinnigel
Praskovia Hilary McGuigan
Bailey Carlin McGunn
Halsey James McHenry
Catherine E McHugh
Sean James McHugh
Benjamin English McIntire
Henry Aloyisius McLane
John King McLean
Kieran Kate McMahon
Emma Jane McMichael
Olivia Catherine McNulty
Siobhan Nell McPherson
Edward McPhillips
Kathleen Coleman McPhillips
Griffith McTavish
Keerthi Harsha Medicherla
Sarita Mehta
Tanya Mekavibul
Kathya Melissa Melgar
Nicholas Enzo Melloni
Sophia Nicole Melly
Madison Ruth Melsun
Frances Eileen Melvin
Lisa Meng
Davi Moran
Andrea Mercedes
Samuel Paul Merrell
Olga Catherine Metcalf
Liam Kelly Merhevon
Carmen Erica Mew
Caroline Spinosa Strauss Meyer
Haziz Ahmad Mian
Erik Miao
Tianqi Miao
Enoch Josiah Mian
Margaret Louise Michael
Edward Micklovic
Siobhan Milan
Anna Scott Miller
Chenelle Alyssa Miller
Chloe Samantha Miller
Ellie Patricia Miller
Evan Oliver Miller
Jessica Ann Miller
Joelle Bernadette Miller
Seth Tyler Miller
William B Miller
William Noble Miller
Cleo Tuto Mimano
Miriam Edith Mindel
Pierce Roger Mingione
Justin Michael Minkoff
Carter Minnick
Anna Rachel Mirovski
Reza Manuel Mirzaee
Denzel Caymen Mitchell
Jacob Austin Mitchell
Adina Naz Mobin
Sofia Mohammed
Luma Mohammad Asf
Zoe Marie Moller
Nathaniel Carter Monahan
Samina Rahim Mondal
John Gordon Montague
Sydney Bryan Montgomery
Alexa Jade Moore
Annabel Elizabeth Moore
Daijun Christian Nakre
Daniel Wolfe Moore
George Saunders
Van Renselar Moore
Kaylee Lauren Moore
Thurston McCain Moore
Sonia Udochi Moore
Emily Moocher
Blake Maddox Morain
James Arthur Moran
James Barnabas Moreau
Alexander Jacob Moreno
Erlene Fatima Morgan
Mina Mori
Bobbi-Angelica Morris
Emma Seabrook Morris
Isabel Rose Morris
Patrick Morris
Olivia Ann Hope Morrison
Stephanie Noa Morton
Heather Michelle Moser
Caden Patrick Moses
Bailey Ann Moskowski
Allyson Sarah Motter
Carson Edward Moun
Greta Maria Moy
Jessica Helen Moyer
Maheen Mubashar
Cameron Raj Mukerjee
Abhishek Prasad Mullapudi
Shivani Saroj Mullapudi
Nicole Shay Mullen
Emmye Elizabeth Mullins
Kevin Alexander Mulliss
Michael Finnegan Mulvane
Sofia Munera Sanchez
John George Munro
Fujia Christian Nakre
Emmanuelle Medway Murphy
Madeline Claire Murphy
Melanie Taylor Murphy
Patrick James Murphy
Anthony James Murphy-Neilson
Kenan Ryan Murray
Tanaka Maria Muvavarirwa
Anna Elise Myers
Regan Elizabeth Myers
Salya Margaret Naim
Alexander Jad Naja
Sojeong Nam

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Ahmed Nanahawa
Haritha Nanduri
Ra’ina Weckeh Naputi
Noah Zuriel Narciso
Emma MacKenzie Nargí
Sara Husain Nasafi
Emma Weiblen Nathan
James Anthony Navarro
Voss Marion Neal
Brandon Neec
Terriana Lashe Neely
Lindsay Angela Neff
Audun Nelson
Lyndsay Nelson
Max York Nelson
Perri Elizabeth Nelson
Madison Paige Nemshick
Arman Nessar
Matthew Arlo Nettleton
Emile Aline Neulen
Matthew Turrey Newman
Abigail Mary Newbury
Kiana Diane Lanie Newman
Tiffany Ngo
Anh Hong Nguyen
Brittany Huang-Giang Nguyen
Camilla Yan Ha Nguyen
Dan Van Nguyen
Darien Jordan Nguyen
Huy Duc Nguyen
Jason Minh Nguyen
Jazlyn An Nguyen
Kevin Long Nguyen
Kim Nguyen
Nhât-Lan Hoang Nguyen
Thao Mi Christina Nguyen
Tiffany Thu Nguyen
Vinh Hoa Nguyen
Vincent Nguyenkhoa
Aitchwin Sarah Nianduillet
Douglas Powell Nichols, Jr.
Connor Adam Nickol
Julia Diana Page
Andrew Preston Painter
Amanda Demetria Pallas
Siyue Pan
Shakeel Amanullah Panjwani
Madeline Haley Pannell
Helena Claudia Panos
Christina Elizabeth Pantzer
Julia Dominique Pappagallo
Anne Elise Pappas
Julia Noelle Paraíso
Jaela Hope Parham
Jack Ryan Parise
Amelia Margaret Parizek
Abigail Sohyun Park
Gyu Ri Park
Helen Park
Hye Yeon Park
Jun Song Park
So Jung Park
Elizabeth Aman Parker
Lauren Taylor Parker
Matthew Friday Parker
Robert Thomas Parker
Alex Robert Parlanti
Matthew Hamilton Parsons
Kathleen Fiske Patalino
Achal Jagdish Patel
Anjali Hetal Patel
Binal Bankin Patel
Brij Bhupendra Patel
Lipi Amit Patel
Veer Rakesh Patel
Siddhant Sandeep Pathak
Maximillian Jay Patten
Ryu J Patterson
Anne Charlotte Paulussen
Alexis Antoinette Payne
Paulina Sophia Payne
Seth Taylor Payne
Shelby Anne Peak
Amber Nicole Peake
Cate Sydney Pearce
Hunter Pearson
Amelia Rose Pock
Marie-Helena Peeters
Amanda Penalo
Nicola Alison Pengal
Tama Rene Penn
Meghal Rajitha Penta
Nikita See Pentakota
Juan Antonio Ongpin Periquet
Alice Perrine
Caden Matthew Perry
Marshall Sinclair Pest
Caroline Grace Peterson
Kyle David Peterson
Robin Mackenzie Peterson
Jane Catherine Pethokoulis
Maria Denise Petrosinelli
Sarah Petrus
Sarah Rene Pettycord
Joseph Morgan Peus
Felicia Salina Pezza
Twindy Pham
Zoe Cam Thi Pham
Thanapat Phranatanamala
Sarah Pickett Pharr
Charlotte Anne Bryant Phillips
Emma E Phillips
Sophie Sadie Phillips
Taylor Phillips
Derek James Piccinich
Shannon Sullivan Pickrell
Rebecca Carolyn Pierce
Genevieve Pierre Piret
Margaret Malia Pietsch
Maria Rose Pittella
Sean Raymond Pivowar
Pyiamon Piyabootr
Sydney Elise Ploeger
Ryan Christopher Plonski
Sean Bratchaya Plotnick
Alexandra Plotnitskaya
Alison Naomi Plomp
Jacqueline Elise Pluta
Madeleine Nicole Poche
Daniel James Podratsky
Emma Sherrard Poehler
Annica M Pollock
Medha Popnamalli
Emily Avery Porter
Jordan Nicole Posey
Chloe Grace Posner
Deirdre Horton Powell
James Luther Powell V
Jack Thomas Power
Riley Aine Power
Anna Adenike Alexandra Pozamurri
Jackson Scott Prater
Thomas Daniel Presson
Hanna Danielle Preston
Julia Ruth Preston
Gabriele Beaudoin Price
Jacob Costigan Price
Reilly Elizabeth Price
William Michael Price
Emma Elizabeth Prillaman
Henry James Prillaman
Alexander Douglas Prince
Lauren Sierra Prince
Nicholas Werner Prinz
Isabelle Rene Pruiett
Katherine Marie Pulko
Brendan Joseph Pulju
Grace Ann Pulliam
Grayson Tran Punzalan
Mary Catherine Purtil
Jana Elise Pushkin
Hana William Qasrawi
Hongyang Qi
Leo Qi
Wenbin Qi
Christy Megan Qian
Qyun Qui
Emilie Anne Quick-Cole
Abigail Marlow Quinn
Charlotee Frances Quinn
Jordy Quiuerto
Shankar Radhakrishnan
Alexis K Rae
Erin Elizabeth Rafferty
Alex Rassmee Rahaman
Yumna Rahman
Simran A. Rai
Nicole Ralgsd Tauer
John Robert Raye
Dheeraj K Ram
Aidshel Srihari Ramakrishna
Rishab Kumar Ramamurthy
Vatsal Rami
Zarar Asifa Rana
Sadie Mikaela Randall
Alborz Ranjbar
Anjana Rao
Rongxiang Rao
Maryam Aaliyah Rasheed
Stephanie Rasinski
Aster Vern Rasnick
Narmeen Rasul
Laeth William Ratliff
Aarzu S Rawal
Nathan Edward Ray
Alyssa Rose Rayle
Lauren Elizabeth Raymer
Jordan Dewayne Redmond, Sr.
Evelyn Tod Rece
Mya Ruth Reid
Samson Tamasese Josepha Reed
Lindsey Carolyn Reeves
Garrett Donald Reich
Cooper McNinis Reid
Ester Reheim
Daniella Elena Revalas-Veladis
Joseph Marshall Remines
Catherine Carolyn Renick
Sophia Elizabeth Renner
Clidia Marie Reverte
Ian Reyes
Dana Escuillermo Reyes Valles
Jason Montgomery Reynolds
Karolina Rhenman
Amelia Gidley Rice
Daniel Thomas Richardson
Margaret Dean Richardson
Mikaela Wette Richardson
Jeffrey Alan Richart
Christopher M Ricigliano
Bryan Turner Ricks
Paua Nicole Riddle
Calista Rose Rieken
Alen Turner Riggs

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Medicine

Dana K Bassford
Jenna Mackenzie Brameier
Sarah Elizabeth Brewster
Bailey Ann Brooks
Sophia Marie Bufalino
Sean Edward Callaghan
Rachel Ashley Campbell
Kieland Grace Chandler
Katharine Olivia Cunningham
Evelyn Dao
Nadia Elkholy
John Robert Erskine
Pablo Ricardo Fernandez
Yvette Gamor
Juan Carlos Garcia Diaz
Andrew Philip Gillikin
Patrick Keegan Graves
Abigail Grace Harrell
Comer Nicholas Hauck
Sherry He
Malcolm Edward Huguenin
Hamayal Jabbar
Nula Rose Jones
Hailey Elizabeth Joyce
Tatiana Anne Kennedy
Erica Ji Hyun Kim
Jonathan Laredo
Adam JaeWon Lee
Katelyn Dahni Lee
Christine Lewis
Jesse Meagan Lynch
Erika Danielle McCormick
Reese Ethan McQuaid
Kathryn Mary Meldrum
Joanne Min
Diana D Miskell
Keri Elizabeth Mitchell
Elyah Oryakhail Monnand
Minnie Suki Nguyen
Hamid Noori
Jake Walton Olsson
Maya Parker
Priscilla Thompson Parr
Richard Grant Peckham
Natalie Christine Quick
Kohl Alexander Ratkovich
Jonathan Rodriguez
Catherine Anne Sale
Lauren Elizabeth Schmidt
Robert Jason Seal
Khudajaa Shaukat
Natchanon Sittipongpittayad
Perry Kai Smith
Jonathan D. Thomas
Kayla Nicole Thomas
Lauren Emily Turse
Mayra Lorena Vasquez Caballero
Wesley Ryan Whitehurst
Helena Soo Yun
Zohar Esther Ziff

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
Jenna Caroline Benzing
Brooke Bridges
Sophia Marie Bulzoni
Jacob Britton Hamilton Bushey
Sarah Evelyn Carista
Katherine Morgan Casper
Meghan Anne Cleary
David Colley
Stephanie Anne DeHart
Sophia Carling Dietz
Seth Evans
Morgan Leigh Foster
Eva Emerson Greco
Rebecca Lynn Hall
Elizabeth Price Harrington
Megg Jeffrey
Hyunwoo Kim
Hannah Virginia Leigh
Anna Fei Liang
Hayley McCartney Marshall
Michael Baxter Moran
William Thomas Neal III
Julia Kathryn Newsom
Sadey Rodriguez
James Benjamin Rutka
Catherine Colleen Schlachter
Olivia Ross Sheldon
Kate Elizabeth Snider
Sidney Elizabeth Stephens
Camille Elise Wilson
Sophie Wong
Pelin Marie Yirmibesoglu

PHYSICS
Amanuel Solomon Anteneh
Caleb Davis Barnes
Grace Marie Buelhmann
Youngtae Cho
Davis Alexander Garwood
Rose Gigliotti
Olivia True Goodrich
Leigh Hatfield
Carter Hedinger
Abigail Faith Hellman
Grant Killian
Grace Margaret Miniesinger
William Michael Musik
Zaki Ahmad Panjsherri
Preston Zane Purita
Bramwell Shafer
Mohit Vir Sivastav
Michael Stepniczka
Andrew Jonathan Toler
David Michael Winters

STATISTICS
Derek Kwin Tao

School of Medicine
Conferred August 13, 2021

Doctors of Medicine
Rabee Haq
Stephen Gregory Ramon

Doctors of Philosophy
Basil Maher Al-Barghouthi
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Using Systems Genetics to Unravel the Genetics of Bone-Related Traits
Adam Louis Borne
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Computational and Chemical Proteomic Strategies for Deconvoluting Inhibitor and Drug Mode of Action
Anastasia Brodovskaya
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Circuit Map of Frontal Lobe Seizures
Pedro Filipe Da Costa Pinheiro
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Spingolipids and Prostate Cancer: Complex Molecules for a Complex Disease
Alexandra Nicole Donlan
Microbiology
Dissertation: Friend and Foe: Type 2 Immunity in C. difficile Colitis and COVID-19 Pneumonia
David Grabski
Physiology
Dissertation: Human Endogenous Retrovirus Expression in Fetal Tumors and Analysis of Factors Involved in the Post-Transcriptional Regulation of mRNA with Retained Introns
Teddy Tetsumoto Theodore Kamata
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Androgen-Dependent Regulation of PARP7 Protein Stability and PARP7-Mediated ADP-Ribosylation of the Androgen Receptor in Prostate Cancer
Amanda Marie Lulu
Microbiology
Dissertation: Immunity to Phosphopeptides in Healthy Donors and Cancer Patients
Roza Kamila Przanowska
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Essentiality and Functional Importance of Short and Long Non-Coding RNAs in Myogenesis
Anthony Burt Rodriguez
Microbiology
Dissertation: Regulation of Peripheral Node Addressin Biosynthesis and Tertiary Lymphoid Structures in Tumors
Amber Brooke Sauder
Microbiology
Dissertation: Posttranscriptional Gene Regulation in Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia Coli O157:H7
Jon Blackburn Suzich
Microbiology
Dissertation: The Role of Interferons in Regulating the Subnuclear Positioning of Latent Herpes Simplex Virus Genomes and Reactivation

Masters of Public Health
Tobias Kim Addis
Jeffrey Ashe Allende
Kayla Anderson
Hannah Lindsey Humphrey
Rhea Madhu Kapania
William Austin Keyt
Kathryn McGinnis
Jay Yogesh Padalia
Katherine Li-Ling Swanson Peng

Masters of Science
Emily Ann Dennis
Sofia Lynn Gasperino
Ian Liyayi
Eunbee Park
Deborah Adair Powers
Johnson Ung

Conferred December 17, 2021

Doctor of Medicine
Ariel Moses Finberg

Doctors of Philosophy
Everett Brace Alther
Neuroscience
Dissertation: The Effects of Prolonged High Fat Diet Consumption on Feeding Behavior and Dopamine Signaling
Janet Arras
Microbiology
Dissertation: The Role of Breast Cancer Antiestrogen Resistance 3 (BCAR3) in Triple-Negative Breast Cancer Growth and Progression
Elise Marie Breatz
Neuroscience
Dissertation: A Functional Characterization of the Mouse Huntingtin N-Terminus in the Adult Brain
Christopher Andrew Henderson
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: From Genotype to Phenotype: Molecular and Functional Characterization of the Disease-Associated ID3 SNP Rs11574
Syed Saad Hussain
Microbiology
Dissertation: A Novel Role for RaIa in Lipid Droplet Growth
Faith Vaniku Karanja
Cell Biology
Dissertation: Hormone Signaling Synchronizes Regeneration with Development Progression
Laryssa Carmelle Manigat
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Diacylglycerol Kinase Is a Pharmacologically Targetable Immune Regulator with a Newly Identified Role in Macrophage Activation
Breanna Rose Noffsinger
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Toward Better Immunotherapy for Glioblastoma

Technical Choices for Preclinical Studies and a Novel Treatment Strategy
Matteo Ottolini
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Endothelial TRPV4 Channel Signaling in Blood Pressure Regulation
Catherine C. Robertson
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Discovery, Fine Mapping, and Functional Characterization of Genetic Susceptibility Loci in Type 1 Diabetes
Kathryn Anne Salvati
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Metabolic and Respiratory Control of Absence Epilepsy
Morgan Elizabeth Simpson
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: The Binary Toxin CDT and Toll-Like Receptor 2 Contribute to the Pathogenesis of Clostridiodes difficile Infection
Md Jashim Uddin
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Type 2 Immunity and Amebiasis

Masters of Public Health
Andrew M. Barron
Sarah Elizabeth Coleman
Grant Douglas Frazier
Jesse Nicole Howell
Meghana Illendula
Victoria Rose Miller
Shelby Marie Monnin
Amanda Udsuen

Masters of Science
Jordon William Aragon
Gregory William Busey
Shaylyn Clancy
Samuel Lee Haddox
Melissa Ann Luse
Mingyang Ma
Wei Feng Ma
Lorenzo Ortiz
Lindsey Nicole Power
Christopher Prevost
Bimita Rajbanshi
Alexys Taylor Riddick
Matthew Lonerigan Ritzer
Anita Salamon
Gabriella Squeo
John Thomas Stubbs IV
Katarzyna Zurowska

Conferred May 22, 2022

Doctors of Medicine
Alexis Lindsey Allihien
Naveen Kumar Reddy Ambati
Luke Thomas Arcona
Jaime Armando Arizaga II
Elia George Ayoub

Briana Miller Belmonte
Amaal Bhalo
Kimberly Rachel Boatman
Michael Andrew Borten
Jacob Alexander Britton
John Francis Burke
Andrew Thomas Burns
Bethany Elizabeth Burr
Lydia Prokosch Busey
Nicole Marie Calautti
Thomas Sullivan Caldwell
Benjamin Fernando Cardenas
Krystle Rose Carkeek
Rebecca Marie Carpenter
Jacqueline Elizabeth Carson
Carlos Alexander Cevallos
Tyler Michael Chafitz
Ajay Chattrath
Xizhao Chen
Bryan Chun
David Sukwon Chung
Justin Skye Coley
Christina Gerard Dalzell
Nicholas Martin Deal
Alex James Demers
Drake Dettinger Dixon
Alexandra Curie Doan
Sebastian Senters Dobrow
Tomasz Pawel Dobrzenski
Adrienne Leigh Doebich
Kira Juliet Nathan Dubester
Courtney Jane Duckworth
Patrick John Dunne
Ryan Trung Duong
Tiffany Chau Duong
Jakob Aaron Durden
Prashanth George Fenn
Joshua Coverson McLain Ferey
Grace Laurenta Forster
Jacob Alexander Galindo
Benjamin Charles Genovese
Farid Ghamsari
Isabelle Cecely Gill
Matthew Michael Givan
Lauren Diane Goldbeck
Austin James Gonzalez
Jess David Greenwald
Alexander Christopher Gregg
Jacqueline Chen Guo
Zev Raphael Gurman
David Hahn
Anna DeHaan Hakkenberg
Leslie Alexandra Hansen
Elizabeth Harvey
Samuel Carlos Hauptman
Courtney Elizabeth Heron
Natalie Dayle Hillerson
Landon Kaleb Hobbs
Eugenie Michel Hughes
Brett Taylor Jackson
Aamir Javid
Emily Hays Jordan
Hannah Young-Jean Kang
Julia Rose Karner
Hannah Lampley Kenny
Grace Jayoung Kim
William Yeonsoo Kim
Elizabeth McKenzie Klein
Maneesh Koneru
Naveen Chandra Kotha

Rebecca Lynn Kowalski
Prajeth Kumar Koyada
Jaina Clarke Lane
Irene Sung-Ah Lee
Jacqueline Ronja Lee
Maria Lee
Joseph Zachariah Levinson
Jason Zhu Li
Lei Liu
Nicholas Blaine Lollie
Adam Lu
Allen Yi Young Luk
Kara Elizabeth MacIntyre
Jasmine Kaur Malhi
Joseph Lawrence Maniaci
Alexander Peter Martin
Natalie Luengo McConnell
Haley Alexandra Meade
Nadine Michel
Jackson Alexander Narrett
Jailbood Rahaman Nawzadi
Nwanneoma Ndidi Ngonadi
Emily Katherine Nimmer
Patrick Edward O’Hara
Iohan Hillary Omorodion
Bahrarn Justin Ostad
Katherine Margaret Owsiany
Natalie Vinh San Pham
Emma Catherine Phillips
Abigail Nicole Piccolo
Hans Krish Prakash
Monica Lynn Prudencio
Michael Henry Quinones
Thomas James Quisenberry
Bharath Rama
Joshua Robert Raveicz
Abhiijit Mukund Ravindran
Leah Maranda Reichle
Alessandra Marie Riccio
Iman Connemie Richie
Jason Stuart Robert
Benjamin Carl Robinson
Tania Alexandra Rodriguez-Carpio
Zoe Alexa Roecker
Robert Hoshik Roth
Daniel John Rounds
Carol Angela Rowley
Mark Alexander Rudolf
Michael Steven Salomon
Danyas Sarathy
Steven Carl Scherpning III
Regan Andre Allsair Schwartz II
Leah Margaret Shabo
Sarah Yao-Shiuan Shan
Shambhavi Singh
Kristin Leigh Smoot
Eric Burrell Sorensen
Nicole Taylor Stelling
Troy Emerson Sterling
Lucy Che Su
Shalini Baskar Subbarao
Lauren Amanda Taylor
Peyton Hamilton Terry
Brigitte Tyler Torrise
William Hainsworth Tredwell
Morgan Saresse Tyler
Ohiora Chukwuakwula Ufondu, Jr.
Corinne Elizabeth Vennitti
Marc Julien Vetter
Stephany Lynn Vittow

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Andrew Martin Voegel-Podadera
Nathan William Wakefield
Tiana Walker
Tiffany Lou Wang
David Ashworth Watts
Katherine Marie Webb
Kristian Taylor Welch
Lindsey Brett Whalen
Jeffrey Philip White
Misah Ann White
Rachel Maria Williams
Arielle Elise Wilson
Andrew Jacob Winkelman
Bennett Wade Wisner
William Zachary Wright
Jeffrey Chunlong Xing
Lijia Zhang

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Allison Alcott
Microbiology
Dissertation: *Opa Protein Mediated Interactions With Human Neutrophils Affect Neisseria Gonorrhoeae Survival*

Maya Elizabeth Cabot
Biophysics
Dissertation: *Trafficking and pH-dependent Fusion of Enveloped Viruses in the Endocytic System*

Hee Jin Cheon
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: *Genomic Landscape of Large Granular Lymphocyte Leukemia*

Sayo Erick McCown
Microbiology
Dissertation: *Host Factors Underlying Susceptibility to Enteric Infection in Humans*

Benjamin Barclay Morris
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: *3-Tissue Constrained Spherical Deconvolamion as a Novel Means of Assessing Free Water and Cellular Microstructure Across the Brain and Lifespan*

Benjamin Franklin McGartland
Newman Neuroscience
Dissertation: *3-Tissue Constrained Spherical Deconvolamion as a Novel Means of Assessing Free Water and Cellular Microstructure Across the Brain and Lifespan*

Jocelyn Carroll Ray
Microbiology
Dissertation: *Resistance of Neisseria gonorrhoeae to Nutritional Immunity: Protein-mediated Zinc Limitation During Epithelial Infection*

Michael Howard Raymond
Neuroscience
Dissertation: *Tracking Apoptosis and Efferocytosis in Vivo via Novel Genetically Encoded Probes*

Jason Paul Smith
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: *Tool Development and Computational Analysis of Chromatin with Applications to Renin Cell Biology*

Marta Ewa Sremska
Microbiology
Dissertation: *Functions of TRPM7 Channel in Innate and Adaptive Immunity*

Jeremy Andrew Thompson
Neuroscience
Dissertation: *The Role of Astrocytes in SCN8A Epileptic Encephalopathy and the Role of SCN8A in Lymphocyte Development and Function*

Elizabeth Lee Wagner
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: *Repair of Noise-Induced Damage to Stereocilia F-actin Cores is Facilitated by XIRP2*

Erin Allison Weddle
Microbiology
Dissertation: *Mechanisms of Shigella flexneri Dissemination Through Double Membrane Vacuole Escape*

Tianchen Wu
Biophysics
Dissertation: *Genetically Encoded Far-Red Fluorescent Zn2+ and Ca2+ Indicators*

**Masters of Public Health**

Brooke Erin Adams
Preya Darshani Devi Agam
Arezu Farial Aziz
Robert Daniel Bass
Aashish Batheja
Jacqueline Elizabeth Carson
Joseph Christian Chavez
Jacklyn Chen
Emily Therese Condlin
Lucy Isabel Hay
Amber Rose Huggins
Ngoc Hong Huynh
Lana Kheir
Maria Carolyn Latimer
Mengyun Liu
Madison Goodale Maloney
Katherine Marsh
Natalie Luengo McConnell
Bruce Peter McPherson
Andjelika Milicic
Elena Rose Nickerson Miller
Samantha Claire Monnig
Jenna Elizabeth Moody
Uchenna Nikolai Ogugua
Shu Jing Phua
Emily Alejandra Ramos
Caroline Annalese Reilly
Ariel Elise Wilson
Misah Ann White
Jeffrey Philip White
Lindsey Brett Whalen
Kristian Taylor Welch
David Ashworth Watts
Tiffany Lou Wang
Tiana Walker
Nathan William Wakefield
Andrew Martin Voegel-Podadera
Arielle Elise Wilson
Andrew Jacob Winkelman
Bennett Wade Wisner
William Zachary Wright
Jeffrey Chunlong Xing
Lijia Zhang

**Masters of Science**

Andrew Martin Voegel-Podadera
Nathan William Wakefield
Tiana Walker
Tiffany Lou Wang
David Ashworth Watts
Katherine Marie Webb
Kristian Taylor Welch
Lindsey Brett Whalen
Jeffrey Philip White
Misah Ann White
Rachel Maria Williams
Arielle Elise Wilson
Andrew Jacob Winkelman
Bennett Wade Wisner
William Zachary Wright
Jeffrey Chunlong Xing
Lijia Zhang

**School of Law**

Conferring May 22, 2022

**Juris Doctores**

Emily Leah Johnston Abbott
Ida Althari
Alexander Juergen Abramenko
Autumn C. Adams-Jack
Claire Marie Adkins
Elizabeth Celia Adler
Maxwell R. Ain
Alexander Albert
Emily H. Allen
Naved Amalford
Jessie Joy Ames
Ari W. Anderson
Barrett L. Anderson
Natalie Marie Anderson
Rachel Anderson
Jordan Armstrong
Frances Ashbury
Emma M. Ashe O’Toole
Bilal Askari
Jackson S. Bailey
Maxwell Donovan Baird
Emily Baklajian
Tyler Deane Demetriou
Patrick C. Dever
Gabrielle R. Di Lullo
Robert Henry Dickinson
Tenzin Dolkar
Leon Ehan
Christian W. Eckel
Caroline Elizabeth Elvig
Gregory H. Eng
Christopher M. Erlinger
Taylor Renee Fatheree
Nicholas L. Feeley
Eric Robert Feldman
Chloe Sue Fife
Kelli M. Finkengan
Christian J. Fitzgerald
Bernardo Fonseca
Elizabeth Fosburgh
Robert W. Frey
Elizabet Mary Fritz
James Carr Gamble IV
Camilo A Garcia
Kshitizraj S. Gautam
Sami Ghanem
Thomas Wesley Gibbs
Jessica B Goodman
Matthew Graff
Tyler A. Granholm
Katherine E Graves
Burgundy Alice Greco
Robert M. Gunn
Tejaswini Gupta

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program
Samuel Q. Long
Zephyr Eric Logan
Savannah Lorraine Logan
Eva Lilienfeld
Alexander V. Leseney
Benjamin T. Lerman
Davin Renner Laskin
Jacob H. Larson
Lawrence G. Lippincott
Jordan M. LaPointe
Thomas Z. Langstaff
Trevor N. Lamb
Caitlin Hagan Kutchi
Connor James Kurtz
Trust D. Kupupika
Margaret Elizabeth Kruse
Kevin Krotz
Katherine Laura Kudys
Margaret Elizabeth Kruse
Trust D. Kupupika
Connor James Kurtz
Caitlin Hagan Kutchi
Trevor N. Lamb
Thomas Z. Langstaff
Jordan M. LaPointe
Lawrence N Larahee III
Jacob H. Larson
Davin Renner Laskin
Benjamin T. Lerman
Alexandre V. Leseney
Christopher P. Leveroni
Jack H. Ligon
Eva Lilenfeld
Savannah Lorraine Logan
Zephyr Eric Logan
Samuel Q. Long
Michael Louis-Jean
Jeremy Loutensock
Janessa Blythe Mackenzie
Chance L. Magness
Claire McDowell Mahoney
Morgan Maloney
Abigail Erin Maner
Emily B. Marstaller
William O. Martin
Ignacio Martinez Castellanos
Robert J. Mathai
Eleanor G Matheson
Isabelle McAlevy
William J. McDermott
Niraja B. Medley-Bacon
Alyssa Jane Metcalf
Tiffany S. Mickel
Branna N. Miller
Karina Miranda
Sam Mirai
Eric Gray Moeller
Gillian Frances Moore
Samuel L. Moore
Hannah D. Morris
Duncan Kennedy Morrow
Molly C. Mueller
Matthew R. Murro
Fiona E. Murphy
Elizabeth Abernethy Murray
Noah Robert Mussmon
Kathryn Alice Neuhardt
Alesha A. Neumann
Woodrow Elias Nimoyt
Hyun Jai Oh
Kaitlyn M. O’Malley
Katherine R. O’Neal
Megan M. Ong
Nikolas John Orfanedes
Jorge Luis Ortiz, Jr.
Brandon Charles Ossowski
Emily Anne Owen
William P. Pair
Morgan C. Palmeter
Amy Pan
Rebecca Pan
Elizabeth Ann Pate
Sagar Patel
John Michael Patton
Michael P Pena
Isabelle Perfetto
Emanuel E. Perris
Caroline Elizabeth Peters
Sydney L. Phips
Stephen R. Polauf
Abigail M. Porter
Melissa Privette
Kathryn M. Querner
Frederick F. Quesada
Suyja Shailesh Rajguru
Claire M. Reiling
Ethan M. Riley
Nicholas L. Roberti
Riley Taylor Robertson
Day D. Robins
Bennett Hoglund Robinson
Raymond A. Roessler
Jessica L. Rollinson
Joseph A Romero
Joshua H Rutenberg
Amanda Frances Julia Rutherford
Afifah Safi
Matthew James Salit
Arevik Sargsyan
Benjamin R Saul
Kevin G. Schaschek II
William M. Scheffer
Leighton Schnedler
John W. Schutte
Ansky Elizabeth Seay
Edward Dallin Seguin
Eric Seifriz
Alyssa Marie Shannon
Shelby Jeanne Shearon
Brian G. Sheide
Margaret Phylongen Shin
Timothy Potter Shriner
Trevor G Sikes
Frances P Skardon
Rachel Slepoi
Bria Y. Smith
James Bolton McCarty Smith
Luke Severine Smith
Philip A Soelberg
Caroline Marie Spadaro
Lane Elizabeth Spears
Gionna Nicole Speer
Kyle N. Spencer
Sarah J. Spielberger
Margaret K. Spinard
Thalia Ellice Stanberry
Gregory Mark Stephens, Jr.
Holly T. Stewart
Benjamin Edward Stievetter
Jeffrey P Stiles
Caitlyn Taylor Stollings
Emily E. Stronski
William Bradley Sues
Dillon Xuan-Yang Tan
Andrew Michael Teal
Tallulah Rose Tepper
Caleb H. Theriot
Louis Kho Tiemann
Rambert Tyree
Andrew Xiong
Nathan Wunderli
Christopher Ellis Yarrel
John McLaughlin Yates
Nathan R. Young
John S Zippel
Masters of Laws
Sho Ando
Shimichi Aoyama
Lizeth Y Azaury
Ignacio Bard
Jose Beliz
Jinghua Bo
Catalina del Pilar Brito Hashun
Kai-Pung Chang
Hongkouo Chung
Marwa El-Shaarawy
Joshua Ernst Espuler
Raneen A Farooq
Rivald Sadiqe Ghanghro
Gregory J Giannini
Shutaro Hase
Xuan He
Tomoyuki Kagaya
Fritz Naya Koen
Mizuo Kimiya
Masahiro Kiso
Hea Rim Lee
Shasha Li
Wenke Li
Po-Hsiang Liao
Chen Liu
Cheng Hsiang Liu
Xiaoyuan Liu
Zitong Liu
Hirami Matsuda
Jose Antonio Onandia Osoros
Eduardo Paschoin de Oliveira
Campos
Jose Miguel Poblete Laval
Sinuo Quan
Maria Alejandra Rocha Gomez
Kohei Sato
Dongmei Shu
Koichi Suzuki
Yu-Hsin Su
Hanna Skrypnikava
Yi-Hsiang Su
Koichi Suzuki
Tsung-Yung Tai
Shoko Uehara
Han Xiao
Shanshan Zeng

School of Engineering & Applied Science

Conferred August 13, 2021

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Catherine Margaret Gorick
Dissertation: Invention and Advancement of Sonoselective Focused Ultrasound for Transfection of the Cerebral Vasculature
Elizabeth Bronwyn Herbst  
Dissertation: Ultrasound Molecular Imaging Techniques in Small and Large Vessels

Jessica Hung  
Dissertation: A High-Throughput Analytic Strategy for Discovery of Molecular Targeting Ligands for Pancreatic Diseases

Alexander Sean Mathew  
Dissertation: Wielding Focused Ultrasound Induced Sterile Inflammation: A Double-Edged Sword in Cancer and the CNS

Leandro Moretti  
Dissertation: A Force-Mediated Conformational Change in Fibronectin’s Integrin Binding Domain Is Associated with Fibrotic Remodeling and Drives Fibroblast Activation

Thomas James Moutinho, Jr.  
Dissertation: Tools for Studying Metabolism in the Human Gastrointestinal Microbiome

Stephanie Michaela Rikard  
Dissertation: Multiscale Modeling Applications in Cardiovascular Disease and Public Health

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Wendy-Angela Saringi Agata  
Dissertation: Layer-by-Layer Synthesis of Polyamide Thin Film Composite Membranes for Desalination Applications

Devanshi Gupta  
Dissertation: Chemical Redox of Lithium Ion Battery Materials

Uiyeon Yoon  
Dissertation: Nanoscale Charge Conservation and Transfer in Quantum Dot Assembly

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Benjamin Donald Bowes  
Dissertation: Enhancing Stormwater Management Through Machine Learning-Based Real-Time Prediction and Control

Young Don Choi  
Dissertation: Advancing Reproducibility in Environmental Modeling Integration of Open Repositories, Process Containerizations, and Seamless Workflows

Wenjian Jia  
Dissertation: Examining Preference Heterogeneity in Adoption of Emerging Transportation Technologies

Shraddha Praharaj  
Dissertation: Using Crowdsourced Datasets to Assess and Mitigate Impacts of Recurrent Flooding on Roadway Networks

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Renchun Cai  
Dissertation: Exploiting the Structure of User Feedback in Recommender Systems

Mitchell John Gerrard  
Dissertation: Alternating Conditional Analysis

Liuyang Kang  
Dissertation: Data-Driven Battery Attack Detection and Control Behavior Determination for Vehicle Driving Safety

John Joseph Lanchantin, Jr.  
Dissertation: Modeling Interactions with Deep Learning

Meiyi Ma  

Huazheng Wang  
Dissertation: Learning by Exploration with Information Advantage

Lijing Wang  
Dissertation: Artificial Intelligence Solutions for Reliable Epidemic Forecasting

Tianlu Wang  
Dissertation: Measuring and Mitigating Biases in Vision and Language Models

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Henry Lansford Bishop  
Dissertation: Digital Baseband Techniques and System Modeling Considerations for Low-Power Duty-Cycled Wake-up Receivers

Anjana Nayana Bandara  
Dissertation: Dissanayake Mudiyanselage  
Dissertation: Highly Reconfigurable and High Sensitivity Wake-up Receivers with Aggressive Duty-Cycling Techniques

Hamid Hosseini-Far  
Dissertation: Visible Light Communications Indoor Sensing and Channel Modeling

Mohamed Salahelddeen Youssef  
Dissertation: Canonical Correlation Analysis for Next-Generation Cellular and Underlay Communication

Shuo Li  
Dissertation: Sub-MicroWatt Power Management Circuits and Systems for Self-Powered Internet-of-Things Applications

Tiffany Thanh Ly  
Dissertation: Automated Glial Image Analysis and Bioinformatics

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Rachel Katherine Guarriello  
Dissertation: Effects of Boria on Environmental Barrier Coating Systems

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Ethan Adam Scott  
Dissertation: Thermal Conductivity Manipulation Through Structural Modification with Ion Beams

Junshi Wang  
Dissertation: Body-Involved Fluid Dynamic Interactions and Performance Enhancement Mechanisms in Biological Propulsion

Yue Zhang  
Dissertation: Extreme Mechanics-Driven Transfer Printing Technology in Liquid Environments

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
William Adorno III  
Dissertation: Hyperparameter Optimization of Deep Learning Models for Biomedical Image Segmentation

Shannon Patricia Devlin  
Dissertation: Design Recommendation for Managing Mental Workload Transitions in Multitasking Environments: Evidence from Eye Tracking and Growth Curve Modeling

Hassan Jalalzadeh  
Dissertation: Data- and Model-Driven Predictive Control: With Applications to Connected Autonomous Vehicles

Tianshu Li  
Dissertation: Mining Domain Knowledge from Unstructured Multi-Modal Data for Smart Bridge Infrastructure Management

Esen Yel  
Dissertation: Online Predictive Monitoring and Proactive Planning for Safe Autonomous Robot Operations

Bachelors of Science
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Alif Ahmed  
Parv Ahuja  
Benjamin Jackson Barrett  
Paola Cascante Bonilla  
Minhao Han  
Ziyun Yang

Masters of Engineering
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Thomas Archer Blankinship  
Tomeka Carroll  
Marie Audrey Aisha Nerette

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Henry Thomas Marshall Mulihauer

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Todd Daniel Baber  
Steven Curtis Johnson  
Joonhri Kim  
Jorge Luis Pena

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Logan David Clark  
Mojtaba Heidarysafa  
Yihan Zhang

Masters of Science
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Katherine Briana Crump  
Dylan Hunt

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Changming Liu

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Sarah McCook Jordan  
Yang Yang

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Archana Narayanam

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Paul Cameron Kotev Codjoe  
Clark William Eriksson

Masters of Computer Science
Sahil Bhavesh Mehta

Conferral December 17, 2021

Doctors of Philosophy
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Derek John Bivona

The dissertation by Derek John Bivona is titled “Biophysical and Statistical Modeling for Predicting the Progression and Regression of Cardiac Growth.”

Sushanth Govinahallisuthyanarayana  
Dissertation: Application of Sparse Modeling to Ultrasound and Photoacoustic Microscopy
John Taylor Lawson
Dissertation: Novel Computational Methods to Understand Epigenetic Variation and the Analysis of DNA Methylation Subtypes in Elderly Acute Myeloid Leukemia

Tanyaporn Pattaranabunjard
Dissertation: B Cells and Humoral Immunity in Atherosclerosis from Mice to Human

Samantha Melinda Perez
Dissertation: Therapeutic Targeting of Cancer-Specific Plectin Is a Novel and Potent Antitumor Strategy

Thanh Thanh Tran
Dissertation: From Bottles to Models: Addressing the Gaps in Cleft Palate Research

Christian Hunter Wallace
Dissertation: Novel Experimental-Modeling Coupled Framework to Elucidate the Impact of Collagen on Diaphragm Muscle Mechanics in Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

Chemical Engineering
Katelyn Ann Dagnall
Dissertation: Metal Halide Perovskite Alloying: Expanding Understanding of the A-Site, and Unlocking New Applications of the B-Site

Preston Evan Fuks
Dissertation: Polymer-Grafted and Agarose-Encapsulated Adsorbsents for Protein and Bioparticle Purification

Erica Hui
Dissertation: Designing Spatiotemporally Tunable Viscoelastic Hyaluronic Acid Hydrogels to Study Cell Mechanobiology During Fibrosis

Naomi Joy Miyake
Dissertation: Understanding the Structure-Function Relationship of the Silica-Supported Silver and Zirconia Catalyst in the Lebedev Reaction

Xueying Zhao
Dissertation: Chemotaxis in Microorganism Transport Toward Competing Chemical Stimuli

Civil Engineering
Amedebrhan Mengistu Asfaw
Dissertation: Development, Testing, and Evaluation of Shape Memory Alloy-Based Structural Control Devices for Seismic Resilience

Erin Marie Robartes
Dissertation: Validation of a Virtual Reality Bicycle Simulator to Assess Perceived Safety of Cyclists

Electrical Engineering
Sheikh Ziauddin Ahmed
Dissertation: A Multiscale Study of P-I-N Devices for Computing and Sensing Applications

Luis Javier Lopez Ruiz
Dissertation: Self-Powered Sensor System Design in Dynamic Low Harvesting Environments

Jie Wang
Dissertation: Segmentation and Machine Learning for the Analysis of Bacterial Biofilm Images

Peng Wang
Dissertation: Ultra-Low Power Multi-Modal Sensor Interface Circuits and Systems for Personalized Physiological Monitoring

Materials Science and Engineering
Ryan Michael Katona
Dissertation: Anodic and Cathodic Limitations on Localized Corrosion and Stress Corrosion Cracking Propagation of Stainless Steel 304L in Atmospheric Environments

Jonathan Michael Skelton
Dissertation: Solidification of Al-Cu Eutectic Alloy During Laser Powder Bed Fusion-Learning from and Controlling the Microstructure

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Darius Justin Carter

Systems Engineering
Sudqi Opeyemi Adewole
Dissertation: Long Video Content Analysis: Learning to Summarize Wireless Capsule Endoscopy Videos

Mawulolo Koku Ameko
Dissertation: Computational Methods for Personalizing Mobile Health Interventions

John Patrick Corbett
Dissertation: A Data-Driven Approach to Glycemic Disturbance Mitigation, Reconstruction, and Pattern Recognition

Cheng Wang
Dissertation: Policy-Based Reward Shaping for Accelerated and Robust Reinforcement Learning

Chang Xu
Dissertation: Deciphering Contact Interactions and Exploration Strategies Underlying Tactile Perception of Material Softness

Masters of Computer Science
Mitchell Campbell
Jonathan Michael Skelton
Matthew Wing-Yue Szeto
Selh Alfan Vande Braak
Melissa Nicole Wright

Masters of Science
Biomedical Engineering
Dawson Dale Payne

Civil Engineering
Linda Lim

Computer Engineering
Phillip Barlow Seaton

Computer Science
Yizhen Chen
Quinlan Emerson Dawkins
Jaspreet Ranjit
Peng Wang

Electrical Engineering
Narayana Raju Gottumukkala
Md Toriquil Islam
William Charles Nelson

Materials Science and Engineering
Zhihao Gong

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sean Markland Alberts
David Biagio Moreau

Systems Engineering
Aaron Moore

Bachelor of Science
Aerospace Engineering
Alfredo Andreo Basile
Cooper Patrick Dzema

Biomedical Engineering
Danna Zhao Du
Chunxi Zhang

Computer Engineering
Sean Patrick Benish
Rachel Elizabeth Lew
Alexander Matthew Tomiak

Computer Science
Keshav Ailayne
Kelly Jiayi Chen
Peter Chen
Ali Cherchar
Soyun Choi
Ethan Choo
Rowan Alexander Dakota
Matthew J Fruchterman
Renzo Fernando Guevarra
Mara Li Rej Juan Hort
Dylan Pierce Jenik
Aldrick Johan
Derek Edward Johnson
Ramachandra Reddy Karri
Andrew Hyun-Shig Kim
Dev Kumar
Harshal Lakhia
Ryan Philippe Lenfant
Skylor Mathew Matsuda
Ashwini Shekar Pathi
Arpit Ruipakhetee
Eric Michael Sakmyster
School of Engineering & Applied Science

Eric Matthew Thomas
Wei Wang
Zetao Wang

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Charles Brock Ferraro
Catlinh Nguyen
Qiyue Wang

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Dylan Jack Cudahy
Sabrina Fuller

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Jason Daniel Badu
Daniel Gerald Dereberry
Kyle Naoya Ebanks
Charles Andrew Kellas
Craig Jefferson Wendelken

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Noor Drissi Touzani Walali

Conferred May 22, 2022

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Kristen Irene Fread
Dissertation: A Single Cell Roadmap of In Vitro Neuronal Development

Soham Shah
Dissertation: Development and Application of MRI Methods to Assess Coronary Microvascular Disease

Matthew Jacob Van Houts
Dissertation: Automatic First-Pass Spiral Quantitative Perfusion Mapping in Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Development and Validation

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Sangeun Jung
Dissertation: Understanding the Crystallization of Solution Sheared Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) Thin Film

Ziyang Nie
Dissertation: Understanding and Mitigating Transport Limitations in Thick Sintered Battery Electrodes

Joey A Roberts
Dissertation: Protein Adsorption and Separation in Multimodal Anion Exchange Chromatography Media

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bethany Marie Gordon
Dissertation: Place-Based Racial History to Inform Just Design

Zhanglan Jiang
Dissertation: Optimal Dispersion of Graphene in Cement-Based Composites for Improved Mechanical and Durability Performance

Prakrut Harsh Kansara

Hyunglok Kim
Dissertation: Understanding Earth’s Diurnal Terrestrial Water Cycle with Satellite Data, Land Surface Models, and Data Assimilation

Manh Hung Le

COMPUTER SCIENCE
William Ashe
Dissertation: Applications of the Analysis of Respiratory Kinematics (ARK) System to Respiratory Distress Outcome Prediction

Yuanlong Tan
Dissertation: A Reliable Path-Based Multicast Solution for File-Stream Distribution

Yan Zhuang
Dissertation: Video-Based Neurological Deficit Analysis

Masters of Computer Science

Omkar Dhananjay Bhat
Masters of Engineering
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Sydney DeCleene

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Sean M Bannon
Eric Nathaniel Holmgren
Carlos Weiler

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Avery Madison Bergdorf
Richard Darrell Dobson
Victoria Leigh Jackson
Andrew L Kong
Daniel Charles Lassiter

1 Distinguished Majors Program
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masters of Materials Science and Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oluwamayi Azeez Ajiteru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Guthrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward J Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Boyd Inman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masters of Science BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vignesh Valabhoju</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIVIL ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Griffin Parish Coffey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Sansalone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPUTER SCIENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gary Michael Fitzgerald II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A S M Ahsan-ul Haque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Mohammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jian Wang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jiacheng Chen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cairtny Liat Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rianar Lawal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Arcand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubham Prakash Kulkarni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEMS ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nolan K Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Kodua Bassah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Joseph Coronato</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelors of Science AEROSPACE ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emma Suzanne Auld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Carlton Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Dorsten Boyles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Aimee Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Yung Wesley Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Che</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andreas Klaus Damm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jashanette Nicole Fournier Jaiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Randall Franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Pinshi Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matteo Stanley Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Patrick Honts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Huynh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delmont Soverel Irving II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Jay Jansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Parker Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jemma Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan J Keough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lama Abbas Khraihani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Margaret Knowles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Jung Wook Kwon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quang Nhat Lam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Phan Le</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Sun-Ju Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Alexander Lu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Alexander Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Joseph Metro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Charles Moccia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Podos Obedin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Joseph Orrico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles James Osborne IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Perez III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Isabel Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Michael Tate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kobi Lee Vance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Nicole Vidak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Joseph Whalen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Michael Wheatley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Whitmire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Rauh Willoughby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Douglas Wray</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Abourakhy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sameer Agrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Albarracin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict Albergro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Hayley Ames</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Roberto Armenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roan Catherine Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aahtee Ashoka Ranjana Baskaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Tyler Berry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isla V Bhatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Danielle Blackshear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colton Matthew Bogucki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Beatrice Boinot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Elizabeth Boland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Michelle Bolen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Rosalind Bosworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Lynn Brooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ryan Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Grace Byrd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teodor Calin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Scott Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Anne Cassidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohan Harish Chandra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin Yin Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Anderson Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anne Sinclair Cobb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Corinthwate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Evelle Costanzo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Costlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Eugene Creech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Anne Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Elaine Dickinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Michael Donohue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Rose Doyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Amelia Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Kelly Edouard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ehlers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nahom Endashaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Michelle Everett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Fossett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Victoria Frazier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Marie Fuller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surabhi Ghattu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Michael Gilday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Marie Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Dympna Grasmader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Lynn Harvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Christopher Haws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Jhu-Ling Kim Hoang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisa Marie Houghton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Hyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotto Tajarjan Islam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josephine Johannes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Johannsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Victoria Kagie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Cameron Kerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aparna Kola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritikha Kornath Anand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Taewon Lim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakub Lipowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Paige Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Bernice Luckinbill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dillon Y. Lue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Louise Lunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Tuan Luu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Margaret Marine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Joseph McKeechne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Joseph McQuain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEMICAL ENGINEERING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oluwatosi Ajala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Diane Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Taylor Atkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Andrew Benedict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily McFarren Beyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Matthew Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Grace Bloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Colleen Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick R Bruns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catriona Mary Corallo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Engineering & Applied Science

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Jacob Daniel Gendron
Stephanie Marie Gernentz
Justin Zachary Harrington
Kenneth Christopher Hawkins
Donovan Mac Hensley
Brandon James Hudson
Lillian Huynh
John Patrick Kilduff
Yonsei John Kim
Joseph Kwon
Gordon Tan Lee
Pyung Kang Lee
Katarina Annastasia Liddell
Abhilash Mangu
Grant Pierce Martin
Lessaun Mequanti
William Kent Mosberg
Thomas Hunter O'Quinn
Anthony John Ouerntai
Seong Hyeon Park
Riley James Peterson
Nathaniel Francis Ruppert
Ciara Noelle Henderson Smith
Cameron Thomas Tanaka
Natalie McNair Thomas
Shining Wang
Derek Wu
Kingsford Yeboah
Kazunori Yoshizaki

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Hania Adela Abboud
Madeleine Emma Alwine
Yamal Gabriel Andonie Zummam
Neha Awasthi
Teagan Michael Baiotto
Eren Margaret Baker
Charles Lucas Bass
Mackenzie Grace Beavers
Alexander Thomas Boland
Lorin May Bruno
Catherine Carson Bunn
Jose Raeul Castro Allaro
Victoria Grace Ann Cecchetti
Madison LoCasale Crouch
Julia Davis
Adrian Antonio Diaz Motta
Taylor Virginia Donches
Haley Ann Dues
Matthew James Fitzsimmons
Ryan Christopher Fraechwirth
John Curtis Gore
Burke McCrary Haywood
Shannon Lynn Hepp
Abby Elizabeth Herrod
Erika Heupel
Ayman Ibrahim
Gabrielle Renee Jennings
Jeffrey Robert Justice
Thomas Chase Lam
Geneva Rose Rusk Lanzetta
Ryan Christopher Latham
Andrew Leboeuf
Shreya Rama Moharrir
Lena Nguyen
Adam Wesley O'Neill
Estefania Del Carmen Pages Arce
Alexander MacPherson Partridge
Ashley Valentina Sackett
Katherine Irene Settle

John Wilkinson Smith T
Alden Summerville
Bryson Jack Thomas
Barton Beeson Turney
Kathryn Elizabeth Wagner
Avery Charles Walters
Zoe Elizabeth Weatherford
Annalee Margaret Wiseacarver
Rachel Anne Yates

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Nile Babatunde Alkebulan
Noah Evan James Beamon
Brandon Bruch
Roberto E. Bryan III
Maya Nicole Chambers
Rohan Chandra
Andrew Childers
John Lawrence Chronisnak, Jr.
Kellan E Delaney
Mary Evelyn DeSimone
Emery Tedford Ducote
Devin Edward Gardner
Matthew Charles Garrison
Arthur Julian Given
Justin Jinhang Guo
Christopher Arthur Hamilton
Tyler Hugh Hendricks
Ji Sun Alyce Hong
Zichao Hu
Kieran Denis Humphreys
Kendall Reyna Livesay
Gabriel Cells Mallari
Derek Alexander Martin
Yudel Alejandro Martinez
LaDawna Renee McEnheimer
Gabriel Ricardo Morales
Mason Richard Notz
Emmanuel Ayodele Ogunjinrin
Luke Orioli
Eleanor Ozer
Maria Alaina Parnell
Stephen Jay Peng
Julia Rudy
Hayden Osae Sarpong
Halach Iqbal Shamsie
Martin Lynn Simpkins, Jr.
Andrew Tam
Merron Teclab
Austin Lane Turner
Wayne Kainatu Wong
Xinyuan Zhu
Noah Thomas Zyglowicz

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Muhammad Abdullah
Rodas Hailegiorgis Addis
Ileoluwapo Ademikun Adetunji
Nasrat Alam
Henry Powell Alcaine
Qasim Hussein Ali
Arvind Anand
Meghan Flannery Anderson
Rod Arvan
Frances Lauren Astorian
Samreen Azam
Christine Allison Anderson Baca
Tanisikh Bakshi
Trent Patrick Ballard
Joseph S Banks

Rohit Batra
Perr Carson Bauman
Justin Andrew Becker
Emerson Leonard Berlik
Ramyu Subrahmanya Bhaskara
Quentin J Bishop
Jacob Andrews Blindenbach
Stephen Bokye
Allison Anne Branch
Brandon E Bremer
Carter Bristow
Michael Ung Brockway
Campbell Brothers
Anna Elizabeth Brower
Emily Kathleen Buckley
Matthew Christopher Bulk
Kalman Gabor Buterbach
Thomas Peter Callen
Gabrielle Marie Ceresa
Hyung Tae Chang
Bevan Abraham Charles
Ethan Chen
Ethan J Chen
Cristian Chicas
Utkarsh Chirimar
Wonyong Choi
Charles Harrison Clark
Tyler John Clift
Joseph Michael Davidson
Maximilian Laurence Dawkins
Vraj Snehal Desai
Joshua Daniel Devine
Ellie Katherine DiGiovine
David Cabaniss Dimmert
Seth Powell Dolin
Grant Dragon Dong
Gabriel Stephen Edwards
Jessie Eun-chong Eoff
Noah Sebastian Espiritu
Justin Martin Fabrizio
Dylan Keenan Fernandes
James Eric Foster, Jr.
Emily Elisabeth Franklin
Dwij Gandhi
Ziyou Gao
Aishwarya Gavili
Kaleb Getachew
Luke Peter Giraudau
Shayan Golshani
Justin Yang Gou
Benjamin Grant
David Gray
Ibrahim Hamdy Hamdy
Rishub Handa
Simeng Hao
Callie Anais Hartzog
Carrick Hawes
Eric He
William Patrick Helmraith
Diego Blanscet Hernandez
Jacob Lam Herring
Aidan Scott Hesselroth
Crystal Thien Ho
Noah J Holloway
Austin Kendrick Houck
Huy Truong Huynh
Ali Ibrahim
Rohith Varma Jampani
Janessa Jiang
Alexander C Judge

Christian Jung
Samer Nahed Kadish
Atishay Kasera
Simran Kaur
Areueba Kausar
Katharina Kemper
Azwaad Arman Khan
Raghav Khator
Jennifer Thien Thanh Khuu
Adriel Kim
Alexander Andrew Jae-Young Kim
Alexander Seung-Bae Kim
Bryan Jaeuny Kim
Clara Jiyun Kim
David Boomin Kim
John Jordan Kim
Joan Tae Kim
Min Woo Kim
Prithvi Romil Kiniwara
Sanny Lahrime
Will James Lampert
Justin Yungghun Lee
Minjae Lee
Rachel Lee
Maxwell Ryan Lennon
Elena Anna Lensink
Abigail Harper Levine
Kayla Sheree Lewis
Harrison Li
Kevin Li
Wan Ying Li
Xinyue Lin
Emily Lu
Kevin Ho-Chun Lu
Kristen Shae Maggard
Aayush Shah Malde
Fitzgerald Marcellin, Jr.
Anthony Louis Maringo, Jr.
William Thomas Mayes
William Austin McCarty IV
James Nicholas McDowell
Kabir Menghrajani
Mahesh T Menon
Sindhura Naga Mente
Michelle Heidi Miller
Jihong Justin Min
Bijan Mirkhah
Jonathan Mo
Gustavo Moreira
Abigail Morgan
Binh An Dang Nguyen
Vi Phuong Nguyen
Brandon Robert Nielsen
Edward Lewis Noc
Ayobu Nur
Nicholas Burton O'Connell
Bahalemi Omole
Brandon Michael Ongtingco
Jefferson Jordan Pan
Kyungjin Josiah Park
Darsh Patel
Harshita Pathipati
Kelvin Peng
Aaron Michael Ponnraj
Ryan Clark Pope
Aayush Shah Malde

32
School of Education and Human Development

Renée Gallo
Dissertation: Understanding Adverse Childhood Experiences and Adolescent Mental Health in the Context of Social Support from Caregivers, Schools, and Neighborhoods

Haley Elizabeth Johnson

Angela Dawn Skeele-Worley
Dissertation: Varied STEM Paths: An Analysis of the Post-Secondary Career Interests of the Participants of an Informal Science Program

Lara Anna Spiekermann
Dissertation: A Mixed Methods Approach to Mentoring Relationship Development

Shelby Lynn Stohlman
Dissertation: Facilitating Threat Assessment Implementation in Schools: From Training to Outcomes

Sarah Catharine Wymer
Dissertation: Race in the Preschool Classroom: Links Between Teacher/Child Race and Children’s Outcomes

Doctors of Education

Rebecca Joanne Beeson
Dissertation: ¿Qué Opinas Tú, Parker? Teacher Practices that Encourage English-Dominant Students to Engage in Spanish Exploratory Talk in a Two-Way Immersion Program

Alicen Cecil Brown
Dissertation: Pre-Service Teachers’ Conceptions of Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Practices for English Learners

Christopher Dittrick
Dissertation: An Examination of Teacher Questioning and Student Responses Within the Context of an Integrated STEM Project

Erin E Hughey-Commers
Dissertation: Community College Alumni Giving: Toward a Multivariate Model

Clinton Page
Dissertation: Working Together for Improvement or Compliance: School and Central Office Leadership Relational Trust in School Improvement Efforts Within the Accountability Era

Emma Peworchik Pearson
Dissertation: Characteristics of Feedback Given by Preservice Teachers During Phonics Instruction

Leighann Nicole Pennington
Dissertation: Examining Teachers’ Talent Recognition Process During a Summer Talent Development Program

Beverly Knupp Rudolph
Dissertation: The Relationship of School Leader Values and Practices to Participation of Black and Latinx Students in Advanced Placement Courses

David Jeffrey Stratusk
Dissertation: Teacher and Administrator Perceptions of Teacher Evaluations’ Impact on Teacher Growth

Rachel Weinstein Sweeney
Dissertation: Creando Confianza: How Middle School Leaders Create Cultures of Trust to Foster the Engagement of Latino Families

Masters of Education

Deborah Shannon Alger
Carina Cristina Alvarez Kari Argbright
Catrina Horton Barnes
Amelia S Bartiotti Alyson Elizabeth Barton
Erica Lawanda Buchanan Bernard Antonio Burwell Carmen Canales
Sean Patrick Canavan
Julian Carta
Kristin Tomin Cash Amanda Carol Chaiko
Liqi Chen
Moises Cisneros Rosales Kelsy Anne Cocozzo
Alexander Grant Corbett Elizabeth Hollins Crowley
Jennifer Dawson Sara Elizabeth Diaz Gary Edwin Dickens
Lauren Seidah Diggs
Jeremy Dreis
Wesley Fallavollita
Jennifer Fernandez Chelsea Jean Fisher
Breton Foster Xiaodan Fu
Meghan Marjorie Gasiorowski Madeline Claire Glickman Erin Morgan Guthrie
Juliet Marie Harris
Xing He
Belinda Elvira Hernandez
Ann Marie Hiebert Tejeda Elizabeth Ann Hurst
Elise Robyn Jackson
Karyn Jackson
Tara Lynn Jenkins
Cassandra Joyce Kenville
Barbara Leilani Brazil Keys
Madison Ka Kilgore
Simran Kishore
Mary Alyse Locklier Klement
Andrenette Twalame Knight
Katherine Nicolle Hughes Knight
Erica Dawn Koster
Noelle Esme Kurtz
Pingting Liu
Casey Lofton
Jordan Tyler Mack
Jessica Mains
Lindsey Elizabeth Martin
Samuel Adams Mason
Catherine Marie Mazzola Kate Harris Neal
Randall James Neish
Michelle Vangel Nettleton
John Sherman Newell
William Douglas Nicklas Alyson Larrick Noble
Laura Bodwell O’Dea
Jaime Leigh Osborne
Chenguang Pan
DeAnn Parker
Sydney Allyn Rife
Nathaly Janeth Santos Kismiya Olivia Sapp
Stephen Schoch
Alison Francis Sheppard Keisha Marie Shirley
Colin Alexander Shuler JoAna Marie Johnson Smith
Yung Fang Li Smith
Mark David Spewak
Eliza Stone
Amy Elizabeth Sykes
Maegan Skylar Thim Therese Warner Thomas
Ryan Jon Tucker
Rebecca Lynn Gilroy Uzl
Katharine Inhae Wakeley
Alison Sarah Walter Jie Wang
Joone Wang
Emily Anne Warren
Kaylin Marie Yachim
Mary Zambrano
Christina Marie Zapatero

Masters of Science

Kyung Suk Oh
Kimberle Moriah Scales

Masters of Teaching

Mason Spiers Courier
Austin Steeves Gogal
Miguel Hernandez
Kristen Nicole Jackson
Marie Theriault Large
Anna Elizabeth Moore
Kathleen Moscowitz
Rebecca Ann Newman
Sarah Davis Schneider
Eleanor Catherine Slugg
Victoria Ann Spiotto
Megan E Zvonkovich

Bachelors of Science in Education

Krystin Taylor Harrington
Chadwick Y Hedgepeth, Jr.

Conferred December 17, 2021

Education Specialists
Emily Louise Der Bagdasarian
Carly Meghan Stern

Masters of Education
Armando Alonso, Jr.
Maryam H. Bailey
Meredith Bryce Barnes
FrancesAnne Barron
Sydney Meredith Bender
Matthew James Biggart
Joseph Anthony Blount
Warner Louis Blunt IV
Lauren Bombace
Jill Maria Bosserman
Michelle Burchett
Jocelyn Erin Cable
Donato Giovanni Caracciolo
Jinhwa Choi
Jamie Cooke
DeVante Alize Cross
Carolyn Emma Cugini
Lauren Elizabeth de Groot
Joseph John Duffy IV
Carolyn Kathryn Edner
Christyn Rene Edwards
Skyy Javellie Eshleman
Alexandra Yasbel Fuentes
Cecily Jean Givens
Nicholas Isaiah Grant
Savara Gunn
Caroline Frances Hagerty
Christen Johanna Haig
Robin Neely Hayes
Carly Deel Heilmann
Rausha Tariq Henry
Paige Nicole Hignite
Jennifer Angela Howard
Charlie Chester Huey II
Chengfli Jiang
Melissa Rae Johnson
Jacqueline Jaemin Kwon
Patricia Chyuwanee Lee
Abby Ardis Lewis
Amanda Ruthalyin Livings
Charles D Mack
Elizabeth Majewski
Akirah Monaye Mattox
Emily Chance Maupin
Sivan Barkat Meliza
Christina Michelle Mink-Adkins
Erin Lianna Moon
Sherry Ann Morgenstern
Brenna Elizabeth Moyer
Apyrl Breeanne Nalls
Brenton Nelson
Marie Nice
Lachlan Nutting
Paige Och
Kathleen Hudson Olhhausen
Arie R Olivetto
Maya Omran
Rebecca Kathryn Pepper
Katherine Harman Philipp

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Education and Human Development

Emil Margaret Polak
Makaela Purcell
Anne-Marie Robinson-Siemen
Rachel Lynn Rosenow
Holly Russell
Abigail Layne Schmidt
Jonathan Scott
Alyssa Katherine Sellick
Hannah Elizabeth Sharpe
Ruo Xi Shi
Elizabeth Jordan Steracki
Jackelyn Marie Smith
Kimberly Sue Spindler
Leanna Marie Staflinger
Allison Kaye Stefancin
Michelle Elise Stocki
Kirsten Struble
Elizabeth Marie Susko
Meghan Rose Sutton
Emilia Plaut Taranto
Keytaon Thompson
Natalie Christine Vershaw
Amanda Marie Wajert
Shuotian Wang
Danielle Garrett Weco
Donte Curtis Wilkins
Kathi Shau-wei Zee

Masters of Teaching
Jensen Lee Blevins
Kristine Denise Coronado
Vishalakshi Gangadharan
Katherine Jang Kelly
Gabrielle Bryant Lachman
Elizabeth Lynn Paras

Bachelors of Science in Education
Laken Marie Ayers
Amara Barnes
Sarah Grace Clark
Nicole Ashley Delgado
Megan Alyssa Earnesty
John Campbell Godfrey
Emma Addison Greenwood
Kassidy Anne Irby
Marisa Alanna Jones
Anna Michaud
Nancy Adel Mudgett
Noah John Swisher
Kirsty Sarah Thompson

Conferred May 22, 2022

Doctors of Education

Wesley Allen Cox
Dissertation: Subject Area Knowledge of Private School Secondary Mathematics Teachers: Impact of Prior Course Work on Instructional Practice

Michelle Lynne Hock
Dissertation: Teaching Gifted Learners: Mapping Opportunities in ELA Pre-Service Training

Deanna Bakes Isley
Dissertation: Examining Oral Language Activities and Teachers’ Moves to Engage Elementary English Learners in Tier One Reading Classrooms

Education Specialists
Karen L Allhoffter
Anne Bowman
Kiersten Kern Teitelbaum
Stephanie Dawn Tyre

Masters of Education
Kathryn Osborn Adkins
Jacqueline Mercier Allain
Kara Andrews-Pastor
Megan Kathleen Ardovini
Emily Elizabeth Arizaga
Heather Allison Asca
Emily Kate Avakian
Said Nurem Alweis
Kathryn Calhoun Balikian
Mae Berglas
Alexandra Nicole Bizzoz
Ahigul Charlotte Bird
Kelly Boettcher

Daniel Arturo Rodriguez Segura
Dissertation: Essays on the Promotion of Foundational Literacy and Numeracy in Developing Countries

Edward Douglas Scott, Jr.
Dissertation: Making Justice: A Multimethod Qualitative Study of Activist Identity Formation and Political Imagination(s) Among Black Adolescents

Miray Seward

Victoria Vautier
Dissertation: Learning by Talking: Building Science Knowledge of Autistic Students and Students with Learning Disabilities Through Oral Argumentation and Explanations

Sarah Emily Wilson
Dissertation: Peer Interactions in Academic Contexts for Adolescents with Disabilities

Doctors of Education

Wesley Allen Cox
Dissertation: Subject Area Knowledge of Private School Secondary Mathematics Teachers: Impact of Prior Course Work on Instructional Practice

Michelle Lynne Hock
Dissertation: Teaching Gifted Learners: Mapping Opportunities in ELA Pre-Service Training

Deanna Bakes Isley
Dissertation: Examining Oral Language Activities and Teachers’ Moves to Engage Elementary English Learners in Tier One Reading Classrooms

Education Specialists
Karen L Allhoffter
Anne Bowman
Kiersten Kern Teitelbaum
Stephanie Dawn Tyre

Masters of Education
Kathryn Osborn Adkins
Jacqueline Mercier Allain
Kara Andrews-Pastor
Megan Kathleen Ardovini
Emily Elizabeth Arizaga
Heather Allison Asca
Emily Kate Avakian
Said Nurem Alweis
Kathryn Calhoun Balikian
Mae Berglas
Alexandra Nicole Bizzoz
Ahigul Charlotte Bird
Kelly Boettcher

Daniel Arturo Rodriguez Segura
Dissertation: Essays on the Promotion of Foundational Literacy and Numeracy in Developing Countries

Edward Douglas Scott, Jr.
Dissertation: Making Justice: A Multimethod Qualitative Study of Activist Identity Formation and Political Imagination(s) Among Black Adolescents

Miray Seward

Victoria Vautier
Dissertation: Learning by Talking: Building Science Knowledge of Autistic Students and Students with Learning Disabilities Through Oral Argumentation and Explanations

Sarah Emily Wilson
Dissertation: Peer Interactions in Academic Contexts for Adolescents with Disabilities

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Education and Human Development

Jenna Marie Koen
Paul Christopher Kosanovich
Kae’o Ke’alohi Kruse
Byungwook Lee
Benjamin Alan Leistensnider
Yiwei Li
Kelsey Elizabeth Lietzen
Elizabeth Ann Lillie
Julia Katherine Lukacs
Maria Jose Osorio Mahone
Kathleen Mahr
Alexander Louis Mainardi
Jacqueline Louise Manapsal
Tana Debra Mardian
Jordan Louis Martin
Katie Alexander Mason
Erin Rebecca McClelland
Keegan McClelland
Guy Maurice Meares IV
Hannah Frances Melton
Moises Mendoza
Joseph Matthew Michalek
Andrew Jin Miller
Quinton Miller
David Hayden Mitchell
Eric Stephen Molnar
Tate Alexander Moore
Kennedy Moulton
Madeleine Colette Murphy-Neilson
Bailee Ann Murray
Patrick Hathaway Murray
Anthony W Nalley
Lenore Neal
Andrew Scott Nelson
Ryan Edward Nelson
Lauryn Elizabeth Nilson
Allison Hope Norotsky
Mackenzie Sandia Nunes
Tatiana Maria Olivera
Devin Aaron Ortiz
Emma Jo Otremba
Michaela Ann Ottenberg
Jane Kathryn Pedersen
Anthony Chase Perry
Meghan Eileen Perry
Page Langhammer Pest
Dyami Kareem Pipkin
Heather Poparad
Caroline Powell
Haylee Nicole Puller
Naomi Rader
Candice Sharrle’ Raynor
Carter Ellen Reddick
Callie Lynn Redmond
Katrina Therese Rey
Katie Skyre Robbins
Rachel Emma Robinson
Colleen Roney
Teresa Jane Stebbing Rudner
Virginia Price Russell
Malia Lin Sample
Kayla Neleine Satterwhite
William Gary Saulle
Carly Amelia Schankowitz
Sonja Kristina Schlosser
Elizabeth Anne Schock
Joshua Carl Schwartz
Jessica Scoville
Katherine Serra
Mona Sharaf
Joshua Harrison Singer
Amanda J Snyder
Michelle Song
Mariah Sprague
Molly Stefany
Samantha Street
Jennifer Jeanne Strong
Joshua Cole Stuart
Anita Su
Alixandra Tate
Trevor Thibeault
Ryan Charles Thoms
Lukas Richard Toburen
Amandine Toi
Justin Robert Trinidad
Anya Turovskiy
Timothy Wade Vadasz
Claire Walter
Alexis Nicole Ward
Nadiya N Ward
Shane Warner
Haley Anna Wess
Cynthia Wheeler
Kimberly Nicole Wild
Sarah Elizabeth Williams
Jennifer Teresa Woodley
Charles Campbell Wright
Jada Nicole Wright
Molly Elizabeth Wright
Stiljan (Stelos) Xuxi (Tzoutzis)
Mairead Christine Young
Hina Marie Zafar
Timothy Joseph Zepp, Jr.
Chuанг Zhang
Huan Zheng

Masters of Science
Kailyn Marie Baker
Kayla Lynn Chapman
Kacie Dalton
Angelina Domena
Ariana Shea Hernandez
Tanisha Monique Jones
Samuel Sangwoo Kihym
Brett A Lysohir
Julia McFadden
Kevin Pereira
Rachel Shannon Press
Lindsay Riley
Rachel Ann Scherbenske
James Henry Stock
Sydney Christine Takata
Jonnae Elise Usher
Connor Dennis Whan
Randi Woodward
Melanie Claire Bomberg
Abby Rachael Borsato
Wyatt Eli-Kennon Bowles
Kenneth Bradley
Evan James Brandt
Emily Marie Brannan
Anton Theodore Brnickwirth
Jennifer Elaine Brna
Addie Catherine Brown
Caroline Gordon Close Brown
Eric Ross Brown
Brynn Noelle Buckenmaier
Julie Carson
Haley Josiah Chae
Roberto Chavez
Soobin Cho
Alton Emmanuel Coleman
Francesca Kathryn Considine-Drake
Brian Michael Courtney, Jr.
Rachel Kay Cockett
Bailee Elizabeth Cox
Jessica M Dennis
Liam Patrick Donohue
Emma Annette Doody
Jordan Eleanor Dudley
Christopher Mazzola Eggstein
Jared Matthew Ende
Ana Nora Evans
Katherine Maude Farriss
Russell Mason Finelsen
William Lee Ford
Benjamin Steven Forgas
Sadie Rose Frymire
Ruopu Gao
Cesar Arturo Garcia
Virginia Garay
Katherine Marie Gerberich
Charlotte Gill
Emma Goehler
Madelaine Elise Gribben
Lewis Allen Griffin
Robert Joseph Gustavson III
Marissa Alexis Handerhan
Maelee Maria Hearing
Jacob Racette Herrin
Joelle Marie Hess
Olivia Lee Hicks
Devin Elizabeth Holler
Katelin Elizabeth Hunt
Daniel Robert Jachim
Michael Jackson, Jr.
Andrea Joe
Carolynne Grace Jones
Henry Townsend Josey
Kathryn Kauffman
Mika Mac Kawakami
Young Joo Kim
Alexandria Lake King
Shawn Christopher King
Sarah Linnea Kiscaden
Halle LeAnn Kline
Hanna Lease Kornell
Taylor Dean Kramer
Katherine Josephine Krueger
John Kennedy Lee
Yeachee Lee
Aisling Elizabeth League
Blake Jameson Lifley
Elizabeth Guadalupe Lopez
Tamera Arelia Lovelace
Edgar Haroldo Macal, Jr.
Shannon Mae MacKinnon
Caroline Grace Mangels
Seth Anthony Maynard
Nicolas McCarthy Rivera
Patrick Owen McHugh
Connor Manly McLean
Madison Ruth Melusen
Frances Nicole Mendoza
Kasey Christian Mosby
Valorie Lenae Mundie
Brianna Fisher Murphy
Sarah Faye Naatz
Kendall Lee Nicely
Colleen Alice Norair
Zoe E Ogilvie
Nora O’Leary
Rafael Fontinha Olivos
Macy Organt
Ryan Mendoza Padilla
Katrina Jaelin Paek
Hannah Margaret Page
Alexandra Pappas
Abigail Sohyun Park
Sojung Park
Nicholas Jamal Peoples
Courtney Ryan Bennett Peters
Caroline Grace Peterson
Kirsen T’Preen Pillow
Cameron Jean Poland
Jordan Nicole Posey
Dannielle Madison Paige Potter
Rachel Amanda Richburg
Amanda M Runnels
Sara Satoyo Sato
Gabrielle Samantha Scauso
Hannah Claire Schrock
Cherie Seise
Selena Reese Shifflett
Bladen Elizabeth Sisk
Sarah Genevieve Slavin
Michaela Brionne Smith
Ysabel Cruz Sprague
Elizabeth Greenhow Stallings
Tyler Leadow Stark
Katherine Anne Staub
Olivia Grace Stow
Halle Elizabeth Strosser
Abigail Catherine Suit
Chloe Nicole Susens
Hannah Caroline Thompson
Julia Louise Tripodi
Erin Bay Upton
Sarah Myers Van Vranken
Jessica Sommer Voutsinas
Emma Catherine Wagner
Kathryn Kent Watson
Paige Elizabeth Watts
William Bryce Weber
Alex Stanford Weinard
Ellie Farris Weinstein
Michael C Weis
Caroline C Wescler
Lucas Wilks
Caroline Kent Wilson

Bachelors of Science
in Education
Olga Konstantinovna Akopiants
Virginia Jane Allen

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program
Lillian Regina Kloak
Seungyeon Kim
Evalyn Kim
Mandy B
Emma Catherine Keller
Indera Taniya Jordan
Elise Wilcox Iddings
Kennedy Nicole Hurte
Carly Anne Hummer
Destinee Nyesha Howell
John Oaks Hollon, Jr.
Thomas Carl Harrison
Gilles Cabrel Happi Kamseu
Ariana Gueranmayeh
Madelaine Elise Gribben
Mackenna Mae Gordon
Simrin Kate Goodman
Piper Elizabeth Goodman
Haley Elizabeth Godwin
Serene Ghul
Erica M Garcia
Brandon Israel German
Astrid Johana Eschbar
Hannah Joelle Feder
Hunter Leslie Flora
Dillon Michael Fontaine
Zachary Dart Galli
Erin M Garcia
Oaks Hollon, Jr.
Destinee Nyesha Howell
Carly Anne Hummer
Kennedy Nicole Hurte
Elise Wilcox Iddings
Indera Taniya Jordan
Emily Elizabeth Kagey
Jamie Jin Kang
Emma Catherine Keller
Mandy Bao Chau Khuong
Evelyn Kim
Seunyong Kim
Lillian Regina Kloak
Ariana Nicole Konold
Isabelle Elaine Kress
Bertram Bruce Lamond IV
Kim Vy Le
Megan Eunhae Lee
Allison Marie Lehmann
Danny Moy Lew
Anna Elizabeth Lewis
Janartu Anne Licky
Litrele Edgar Linder
Sydney Autumn Lord
Tamera Arelia Lovelace
Catherine Marie Lowenstein
Mark J Maior
Maria Maldonado
Caroline Grace Marshall
Jake Anders Martel
Bridget Elizabeth May
Collete Elise McCorrd-Snook
Patrick Michael McCormick
Justin Gregory McCoy
Nejib Imran McGill
Hannah Katherine McHale
Maggie Taylor McMullan
Mary McMullan
Katherine Isabella Mele
Katherine Anne Michos
Nicholas David Mills
Mirim Mohammad
Jathnel Moody
Emily Ruth Moore
Michaela Karin Moran
Daniela Moteno Fournier
Kasey Christian Mosby
Austen Elizabeth Mulleri
An Araqauv Mullan
Jackson Mullins
Katerina Maria Nastea
Y-Minh Hanh Nguyen
Madelyn Ann Nichols
Abigail Lynn Nita
Zoe E Ogilvie
Macy Orant
Kacie Joo-spoon Park
Caroline Ruth Peters
Ava Catherine Procopio
Jenna Rhys Recker
Chase Reyes
Zoe Rice
Brecna Nicholle Ricks
Cristobal Obed Rivero
Ella Grace Roberts
Alita Robinson
Nicholas Joseph Robinson
Hannah Marie Rollins
Emma Brooke Rosenfeld
Abby Catherine Rotheenberg
Caylan Jada Roy
Robyn Nicole Sanders
Ava Marguerite Sansovich
Neelani Saxena
Jessica Marie Schlichtung
Maylasia Ashland Simmons
Callie Marie Smith
Michaela Briome Smith
Emma Caroline Snodgrass
Kristen Lee Springer
Melanie Frances Stender
Benjamin Luke Stephenson
Nathan Benjamin Sulkin
Sarah S Tapp
Allison Catherine Taylor
Ashley Ann Thompson
Haley Noelle Turner
Savannah Lauren Voelkel
Allison Marie Wagner
Sequoya Lynn Waite
Anna Grace Wallace
Claire Virginia Watson
Isabella Asher Wessel
Mary Katherine West
Justin Westbrook
Isabel Riedel Wheeler
Caroline Kent Wilson
LeTia Janae Wilson
Haley Renee Wright

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Laura Marie Hays
Rebecca Marie Kindling
Alexandra Mautcci

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Gloria Margaret Becchi
Hannah Victoria Birch
Amelia Grimes Bliss
Ana Kathryn Boush
Virginia Gibson Butler
Jessica Gao
Jennifer Jimin Cheung
Sydney Susanne Coppolino
Katherine Selina Davis
Hailey Marie Delgado
Cindy Do
Lauren Elise Elliott
Amanda Jane Fitzgerald
Jordyne Marie Gebhardt
Alexis Marie Gillies
Sarina Annette Harlow
Shannon Hughes
Ramiq Dashad Johnson
Emma Inae Kim
Hannah E. Lee
Shannon Faith Martin
Megan Teresa Pellei
Emily Grace Plumlee
Anne Catherine Cordell Poliquin
Anna Kaylee Ryan
Madalyn Smeljonic Thies
Timaya Marin Vowels
Harper Grace Zuau

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Victoria Centinico
Georgia Grace Holley

Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Lindsey Beth Allay
Jordan Althoff
Lasya Ampaty
Madeleine Hilton Andrews
Sophia Maria Applegate
Brooke C Barlow
Holly Jutrecce Battist
Jacob Beckham
Tiger Zane Behrens
Antonia Lynn Berlage
Daniela Bernstein
Carla Michelle Betancourt
Byron Zachery Bleuze
Madison Lee Bora
Margen Leigh Brown
Emma Caroline Bulger
Reilly Camren Burns
Anna Catherine Calaicone
Emily Elizabeth Carchia
James Reid Clark
Chryston Cleare
Karen Lisseth Colt
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Cronin
Maria Emilia Cueto
Alidada Daneshvar
Timothy Joseph D’Arpino
Jeison Chu De Guzman
Liam Charles Deegan
Gabrielle Marie DelBiondo
Julien Eric Deperyot
Evan Samuel Derector
Kaitlyn DeRouen
Karley Jules Dibosky
Nina Stuart Dickenson
Emma Annette Doody
Katherine Cormany Dotson
Karly Danielle Douglass
Eva Louise Rudder Ebbesen
Aaron Isaac Entzminger
Astrid Johana Eschbar
Hannah Joelle Feder
Hunter Leslie Flora
Dillon Michael Fontaine
Zachary Dart Galli
Erica M Garcia
Brandon Israel German
Serene Ghul
Haley Elizabeth Godwin
Piper Elizabeth Goodman
Simrin Kate Goodman
Mackenna Mac Gordon
Abigail Rhys Grable
Madalaine Elise Gribben
Ariana Gueranmayeh
Gilles Cabrel Happi Kamseu
Thomas Carl Harrison
Maeelee Maria Hearington
John Oaks Hollon, Jr.
Destinee Nyesha Howell
Carly Anne Hummer
Kennedy Nicole Hurte
Elise Wilcox Iddings
Indera Taniya Jordan
Emily Elizabeth Kagey
Jamie Jin Kang
Emma Catherine Keller
Mandy Bao Chau Khuong
Evelyn Kim
Seunyong Kim
Lillian Regina Kloak

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Conferred August 13, 2021
Doctor of Philosophy
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Evan Anthony Bruno
Dissertation: Inspired to Action? Examining the Effects of Observing Workplace Culture

Master of Business Administration
Robert Theodore Said

Conferred May 22, 2022
Masters of Business Administration
Bryan Jennings Abell III
Seun Samuel Adeboro
Manuel Augusto Aguirre Cardenas
Olajide Alex Ajide
Derek Bernard Allen
Kathryn Elizabeth Allen
Kyle Thomas Allen
Natalia Alvarez Diaz
Michelle L Amato
Ariel Anbar
Austin Clark Anderson
Benjamin Thomas Ansell
Philip Aristotle Apelles
Brantt Lynn Appgar
Eliza Hannah Appleton
Clare Perkins Ashforth
Ashok Ashiya
Emily Cathrina Ashitian
Brian Asiegbu
Ergin Tamer Ayala
Natalie Anne Azarela
Michael Babalola
Nico Teresa Milvia Bake
William Fletcher Baldwin
Valentina Baraldi
David James Barnhart
Jose Tomás Barriga Cruatz
Gabrielle Bass
Rushabhraj Baxi
Stephen Beaudoin
Jon Beckerle
Katherine Anne Begando
Edward James Bell
Gabriella Belmares
Gregory Coburn Benante
Thomas John Bender
Scott Andrew Bennett
Victoria Ionita Berci
EVAN SCOTT BERENHOLTZ
Jacobi Elliott Berlin
Arundhati Bhat
Rohan Bhirami
Kathleen Bishop
Christopher John Blake
Mary Elizabeth Wales Blankenship
Frederick William Bickle IV
John Dewey Bond IV
Lauren Diane Bookstaver
Cameron Koonce Bosnik
Albert G Bossar
Mudit Bothra
Marshall Thomas Boyd
Logan Brack
Ryan Brady
Lindsay Diane Bralover
Ivana Anna Brancaccio
Beth Lynne Bravo
Katherine Rose Brennan
Andrew Russell Bridges
Ian Edward Chester Britton

37
School of Architecture

Nathaniel William Morgan
John Ford Morris
Sarah Elise Morrison
Beau Chandler Muniz
Edmund Francis Murphy IV
Kevin Bennett Murray
Megan Nash
Abhishek Naskanti
Michael D Nelson
Samantha Clare Newby
Nwanneoma Ndidi Ngonadi
Paul Jay Niedfeldt
James Nish
Kristina North
Chad Thomas Nowakowski
Daniel Adam Oakley
Nicholas Isao Ochi
Kelly Gorden O’Connell
Stephen Llewellyn O’Dell
Taylor Hart Odom
Tyler Robert Odom
Keith William O’Donnell
Charles Rennolds O’Ferrall
Ibrahim Olumide Okenla
Charles Collett Patton, Jr.
Nicole Napier Patterson
Madeleine Liesel Parker
Chaitali Bipin Pandit
Gretchen Louise Pace
George Sperry Ordway
Chisom Omenyinma
Clay Thomas Olsen
Ibrahim Olumide Okenla
Charles Collett Patton, Jr.
William Haden Payne II
Charles Collett Patton, Jr.
Sizhe Zhou
Huan Zheng
Taylor Marie Zaytoun
Yuncong Yu
Bohan Yu
Nathan R. Young
Ismael Alberto Yepes
John McLaughlin Yates
Kosorh Yazdanpanah
Ismael Alberto Yepes
Nathan R. Young
Marc Andrew Youngentob
Bohan Yu
Yuncong Yu
Kacy Yuhas
Hannah Zachary
Taylor Marie Zaytoun
Huan Zheng
Sizhe Zhou
Daniel John Zilz

School of Architecture

Conferred August 13, 2021

Doctors of Philosophy

THE CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT

Michael Thomas Bacon
Dissertation: Re-Assembling Community: Landscape, Commons,
and Local Facts in Scottish Community Land Ownership

Zhiqui Jiang
Dissertation: Examining Travel to Non-Work Destinations: Integrating Geosocial Media and Smartphone-Based GPS Traces

Elizabeth Ann Mitchell
Dissertation: The Diaspora Synagogue: Jewish Architecture and the Inter-Communal Networks of the 17th and 18th Century Atlantic

Bachelors of Science
ARCHITECTURE

Eric Cameron Travers
Sarah Malloy Wenger

Conferred December 17, 2021

Master of Architectural History
Edward Miles Barnes

Masters of Architecture

Yijie Gui
Gordon Morris Lebowitz
Xingyu Li
Luis Alberto Medina Barrientos
Yichun Xu
Hao Yuan

Masters of Landscape Architecture

Meng Chao
Xiyuan Li
Shiyao Liu
Xiyu Liu
Priyanka Parachoor
Ziwei Shen
Keren Shi
Karl Jonathan Sparrman
Fanke Su
Xinyu Tang
Zhiliang Wang
Haoyue Wu
Xian Wu
Shuwen Xue
Yulei Zhang
Chenxin Zhao
Yuwen Zhou

Bachelors of Architectural History
Brianna Kay DeMan
Destiny Marliess M Angus-Velez

Bachelors of Urban and Environmental Planning
Kafiyo Guhada
Bailey Gavin Moro

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Conferred May 22, 2022  

**Doctor of Philosophy**  
**THE CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT**  
Kelly Woods Schantz Ritter  
Dissertation: *Shanghai and Its Image, Architecture, Visual Culture, and the Popular Pictorial Modern Sketch, 1934-1937*

**Masters of Architectural History**  
Natalie Ann Chavez  
Yuchu Cui  
Lauren Alexa Dusseau  
Madeline Ann Gonzalez  
Francis Caliborne Johnston III  
William Alexander Milone

**Masters of Architecture**  
Waqas Al Mulhim  
Raful Alam  
Pavithra Bhaskaran  
Caitria Hooper Boomsma  
Sierra Brown  
Jonathan E Calle Silva  
Iting Chen  
Yanbo Chen  
Kendra Michelle Chow  
Corey Drayton Day  
Cassandra Bryn Dickson  
Grace Elaine Murphy Douthit  
Lauryn Elizabeth Downing  
Karrin Mostufla El-Araby  
Elizabeth Fentress  
Nathaniel Reid Fitzsimmons  
Abigail Fowler  
Alexandra Collins Hall  
Fatin K Hameed  
Jacob Evans Johnson  
Gene Thomas Jones, Jr.  
Asriyanti Karma  
Joojin Lee  
Jiayong Li  
Christopher Thomas Macdonnell  
Meghann McMahon  
Thomas Rhodes Miller  
Christine Ngoc Anh Nguyen  
Katherine M. Nguyen  
Abram John Nolan  
Natalie Ann Chavez  
Abha Ranjan Patel  
Ashish Rao  
Sarah Gwenn Rivard  
Philip Daniel Shores  
Allison Vi Ta  
Timothy Victorio  
Macey Taylor Whitt  
Yangyi Yang  
Zihe Ye  
Haitong Yu

**Masters of Landscape Architecture**  
Hannah Jane Brown  
Sarah Elizabeth Wood Carter  
Youfang Duan

1. Distinguished Majors Program

---

**School of Nursing**  
**Conferred August 13, 2021**  

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**  
Mary Lacy Grecco  
Capstone: The Effect of Simulated Communication Training on Self-efficacy and Frequency of Discussions in Oncology Nurses Conducting Advance Directive Discussions with Patients on Clinical Trials

**Masters of Science in Nursing**  
Mary Lacy Grecco  
Edward Ryan Kissam  
Kerrie Anne Sanders  
Melanie Rose Williams Wallace

**Conferred December 17, 2021**  

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**  
Steve Fetcho  
Capstone: Educating Primary Care Providers on the Evidence Supporting Use of Yoga in Treating Anxiety, Depression and Lower Back Pain

**Masters of Science in Nursing**  
Seth Buchanan Curlin  
Ryann Walls Weimorts

**Conferred May 22, 2022**  

**Doctors of Nursing Practice**  
Laura Irene Biazon  
Capstone: Integration of Early Introduction Guidelines for the Primary Prevention of Food Allergy into Infant Well Child Checks within a Pediatric Primary Care Setting

Sarah Brooks Hogan  
Capstone: A Systematic Evaluation of an Accreditation Readiness Program at an Academic Medical Center

Elizabeth Louise Kassulke  
Capstone: Program Evaluation: Critical Care Nurse Specialist Led Program for Diabetes Health

Allison Elizabeth Kinkner  
Capstone: Program Evaluation of a Critical Care Advanced Practice Provider Fellowship

Carl Van Lambert  
Capstone: The Impact of Simulation-Based Training on the Self-Confidence of New Nurses in the Care of Acutely Deteriorating Patients and Activation of the Rapid Response Team

Morgan Elizabeth McDowell  
Capstone: Promoting Antibiotic Stewardship for UTIs in Skilled Nursing Facilities

---
Distinguished Majors Program

Dominic Joseph Fusanotti
Kimberly Ashley Fox
Benjamin Floyd
Daniel Gabriel Esquivel
Alyssa Marie Dimatulac
Jessica Caitlyn Di Zio
Heather Proffit Craig
Margaret Clough
Chandler Elizabeth Clark
Megan Lea Carpenter
Heather Elizabeth Cantwell
Jaimi Leigh Cannata
Amber Kristine Campos
Jami Leigh Cannata
Heather Elizabeth Cantwell
Megan Lea Carpenter
Meredith Chapman
Chandler Elizabeth Clark
Margaret Clough
Emma Isabella Colavincenzo
Heather Profit Craig
Lindsey Ann Daugherty
Jessica Lynne Denomme
Jessica Caitlyn Di Zio
Alyssa Marie Dimartulac
Loren Temple Dove
Daniel Gabriel Esquivel
Benjamin Floyd
Kimberly Ashley Fox
Mousumi Bhattacharya Franks
Callie Jean Furlong
Dominic Joseph Fusanotti

1 Distinguished Majors Program

School of Nursing

Shaune Kimberly Mckinnon

Capstone: Program Evaluation of the Therapeutic Community in a Correctional Setting

Kristine Ann O’Keefe-Young
Capstone: A Program Evaluation of a Cystic Fibrosis Transition Program at an Academic Medical Center

Wendy Robin Orzel Old
Capstone: The Effect of Team Resilient Actions on Compassion Satisfaction Scores in a Primary Care Practice

Susanna Tiffany Pruangkarn
Capstone: Intimate Partner Violence Assessment Program Evaluation

Lorie Shora
Capstone: Addressing Geographic Disparities in Mental Health Research Participation: A Process Improvement Project

Habibah Dixon Williams
Capstone: Evaluation of a Pilot Program to Increase Healthcare Professionals Awareness of Weight Bias: A Doctor of Nursing Practice Project

Masters of Science in Nursing

Roman Abdul Satar
Casey Elise Ackerman
Krystal Marie Acton
Angela Amann
Patrick Kaiya Argue
Laura Gillian Ashworth
Kathryn Grace Bergamasca
William Francis Beyer III
Alexander Christian Bond
Sarah L. Bonfiglio
Afton Maxwell Bradley
Christopher Randall Brodnik
Julie Clare Brylawski
Sarah Jane Lesli Bush
Amber Kristine Campos
Jami Leigh Cannata
Heather Elizabeth Cantwell
Megan Lea Carpenter
Meredith Chapman
Chandler Elizabeth Clark
Margaret Clough
Emma Isabella Colavincenzo
Heather Profit Craig
Lindsey Ann Daugherty
Jessica Lynne Denomme
Jessica Caitlyn Di Zio
Alyssa Marie Dimartulac
Loren Temple Dove
Daniel Gabriel Esquivel
Benjamin Floyd
Kimberly Ashley Fox
Mousumi Bhattacharya Franks
Callie Jean Furlong
Dominic Joseph Fusanotti
Dianna Kay Gibson
Kristine Gillis
Lisa Marie Goode
Beverly Lucy Gordon
Tamara Karosandez Gordon
Stephanie Elizabeth Graefe
John Edward Griffiths
Van Elliott Griffith
Kara Halpin
Erik Thomas Hancock
Samantha Hasenzahl
Pattie Hale Herbst
Marybeth Christina Hogeboom
Krysti Homa
Caroline Marie Hozza
John William Hunter, Jr.
Melinda Sue Jenkins
Gary Jones
Devan Clareise Kaufman
Aradhana Khubani
Susah Paige Kile
Meredith King
Richard Taylor Kinsley
Amelia Robbins Kirby
Hannah Noelle Kirkland
Nana Yaa Konadu-Ampratwum
Mavis Achiaa Kumi
Jinshik Kwak
Margot Lambeir
Juliet McClure Land
Allison Elizabeth Lane
Comer Bruce Lawrence
Melanie Levine
Forrest Benjamin Lloyd
Christine Guimaraes Loureiro
Kelsey Elizabeth MacPherson
Jessica Keim Malpass
Peter Woodward Martin
Sabrina Martinez Reyes
Cassandra Leigh Martinez
Kendra Jackson Mason
Brittany Nicole Meadow
Monica Marie Meyer
Chloe Rose Michaels
Ashley Nicole Montminy
Kathryn Jane Muir
Jamie Nagy
Kyah Ann Navone
Julie Candy’s Ortega
Stacy Jll Osterhoudt
Christine Seaton Owens
Ricki Aaliyah Parham
Jessica Lynn Preter
Aundrea Jeanine Rainwater
Candace Virginia Ransom
Janie Renee Raven
Elle Lame Richardson
Jalal Amami Richardson
Michelle Christine Roos
Jennifer Marie Schach
Emese Janka Schaff
Laila Cruz Schless
Tara Templeton Seay
Eleanor Jane Sechler
Jennifer Kathryn Sibley
Alison Smithwick
Shannon Marie Southard
Bonnie Rebecca Stewart
Olekandra Strakhova
Kimberly Cassandra Suphal
Grace Tavakkol
Nicholas John Teeman
Hardwyn Dwight Tunacaco
Jaclyn Nicole Turet
Jessica Jane Unmussig
Elizabeth Nicole Vincent
Kyley Elizabeth von Baren
Morgan Brooks Vorwald
Rebecca Grace Wassel
Cullen Pfeiffer Williams
Peyton Tinsley Wingfield
Anna Woepke
Qaashunata Chaquita Wright
Lauren Kristine Young

Bachelors of Science in Nursing

Zahra Alisa
Robert Samuel Anderson II
Yaa Awusi-Sarkodie
Gabriella Christine Baker
Annie Banian
Kristan A Banlaoi
Ellen S Barrett
Gabrielle Elizabeth Barton
Shannon Maeve Birmingham
Paige Blevins
Jolynne Bond
Logan Anne Brady
Adaalyne Eva Brodine
Max D’Alessio Brooks
Tatiana Baez Flores
Esther Elizabeth Burton
Korey Meckhell Busby
Michael Socrates Cabrera - Ortiz
Colin Joseph Campbell
Emma Caroline Carter
Elizabeth Brooke Chase
Maritsa Cholmondeley
Nico Suyong Chun
Anh Tuyet Vu Chuong
Zachary Michael Church
Carolina Ciano
Carleigh Taylor Cook
Alexandra Marie Corley
Rachel Leigh Crigler
Corey Carter Crosson
Caroline Owings Cullen
Crystal Dawn Curry
Caroline Davidson
Jaye Budd Davis
Kelli Kimball Dawson
Catherine Anne Denton
Sarah E D’esopo
Anna Elizabeth Dunchus
Anne Louise Dyson
Naomi Juliette Element
Yolanda Espinoza
Marcus Odin Fields
Katelyn Kaye Filkins
Lucille Lavonne Fiol
Caroline Smythe Fitzgerald
Camryn Allia Forbes
Jordan Zachary Foster
Nell Anne Fountain
Lisa Fox
Bruce Frey II
Oguljan Fuchs
Eryn Elizabeth Gaffney

Martha Ann Gaunt
Madeline Claire Gereski
Colette Theresa Glass
Johanna Elise Gray
Karen I Green
Julia Marie Grimes
Breshna Barakzai Haider
Kyle Elizabeth Halbach
Milania Harris
Nyasia Michelle-Lynn Harris
Emma Katherine Hearington
Lauren Kristine Hendrickson
Nichole Heon
Carrington Grace Horne
Alyssa Dawn Howard
Jillian Leigh Hughes
Alisha Yejin Jang
Starr Hale Johnson
Haley Brooke Jones
Clara Catherine Keeley
Samantha Kershner
Allison Jina Kim
Emily Rose Kimble
Mabinty Koker
Aliana Luca Kyle
Joria Le
Kely Trang Le
William Clancy Lee
Hannah Nicole Linhart
Ryan H. Locke
Claire Grace Longo
Luis J. Lorenzo
Sayida Nandi Jade Madden-Curry
Raniyah Aishah Majid
Grace Dolores Marinario
Megan Anne Mawby
Emily Brooke McClung
Dana Marie McGraw
Madison McLean
Madison Kelly McMahon
Julia Elizabeth Meeker
Jana Gabrielle Besana Mirafuente
Abigail Bianca Molina-Calderon
Meagan Morcos
Sarah N Myers
Selam Negash
Kimberly Ann Novak
Mary Claire Obeck
Caroline Janice Ogren
Mia June Oppler
Elizabeth J Padre
Elizabeth Catherine Pedersen
Conor Nicole Pemberton
Thien-An Nguyen Phan
Brittany Laing Poling
Katherine Elizabeth Priester
Yelena Primbetov
Benita Gail Queensberry
Anne Christian Robertson
Elizabeth Cannon Robinson
Rachel Renee Rockecharlie
Brittany Leigh Rohrer
Lisa Jo Romanzak
CharLesa Denise Sargent
Carleigh M Schaler
Sarah Lilly Shaller
Lindsay Morgan Shaw
Emma Katherine Shawcross
Daniela Streitberger Smith
Brooke Jillian Talbott
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Darden Graduate School of Business Administration & McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred August 13, 2021

Masters of Science
BUSINESS ANALYTICS

William Bradford Andrews
Jeffrey Bazydlo
Aaron Bruce Belowich
NaDaija Q Bolling
Emily Caroline Boyes
Jacob Boyle
Katharine Inez Braynard
Daniel Alexander Buckman
Trevor Barry Robert Chayer
Daniel Alexander Buckman
Katherine Mary Humphrey
Conferred December 17, 2021

Masters of Science
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Raleigh Spencer Cunningham

McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred August 13, 2021

Masters of Science
COMMERCE

Ah Emaad Abdel-Rahman
Rohan Adusumilli
Christopher Ronald Angelelli
Jason Aaron Barefoot, Jr.
Jacob Henry Barnett
Jordan Rylee Beeker
Hamza Belafia
Bridge Beltan
Charles John Bertrand
Paramveer Bhutta
Rachelle Makougang Eugenia
Bonjowo
Courtney M. Brady
Charlotte Frances Brake
Margaret Patricia Brennan
Thomas Patrick Brennan
Nigel Standish Brooks
Madison Brown
Caroline Elizabeth Bryan
Anne-Bradford Bugg
Nicholas Leon Carmichael
Eleanor Stevenson Cathey
Tiffany Chan

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Conor Thomas Quinn-Irons
Conferred December 17, 2021

Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Noah Girton Larmann
Alena Nicolaeva Latysheva
Marcela Allison Mendoza
Melanie Maribel Osorio Tarquino
Kara Michele Johnson Sims

Masters of Science in Commerce
ACCOUNTING
Jackson Allen
Rhytham Arora
Leigh Ann Belcher
Hannah Brit Capestany
Samprada Chapagain
Anthony Charameda
Fenghe Chen
Meenakshi Chickery
David Alexander Conte
Hannah Elizabeth Crump
Anne Mathilda Cunningham
Olivia Winter D’Andrea
Kinley Dem
Junlei Dong
Catherine Dunne
Patrick Joseph English
Nicholas Andreas Fournier
Elisabeth Michaela Brooks Flick
Paige Lynn Frey
Tuokuan Fu
Sarah Ruth Gignac
Allison Ray Gottlieb
Vivian Katherine Guyton
Youmin Han
Sharon Kimberly Harris
Mackenzie Lynn Hudson
James Mellin
Julia Lushear Minder
Thanh Mai Nguyen
Alec Pedroza
Saiyfa Tishonte Kiana Quamina
Ali Saif
Mark Robert Smith
Kiersten Lee Snyder
Emily Elizabeth Soltis
Yuhao Song
Aidan John Swienton
Qiruo Wang
Olivia Janae White
Jiaping Wu
Sebastian Ye
Kaylie Yockstock
Liu Yuan
MANGEMENT OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Christine Nicholson Ward

Bachelors of Science in Commerce
Rustambek Shukrarthbekov
Abdurauropov
Samanta Abusada Strohmaier
Charlotte Ager
John Clarke Agnew
Ankit Agrawal
Ephraim Akinya
Hannah Alfieri
Zara Haya Syed Ali
Grace Kathryn Allen
Samanta Nicole Allen
Jillian Meyer Amrhein
Shreyas Angara
Matthew Lee Angles
Jacob Morgan Anish
Amaan Haque Ashab
Lauren Paige Atkin
Brent Robert Baize
Reed Elizabeth Barkley
Taylor William Barmak
Jorge Basadre Moreya
Gabriela Diana Batsu
Helen Avery Becker
Joshua James Beckman
Jake Justin Berger
Nicholas Kenichi Black
Bux Riley Blair
Kristin Elizabeth Blake
Jennifer Helen Bobowski
Allegre Bryce Bolandhemat
Andrew Joseph Bosco
Devan G Bose
Hugh Woodrow Cornell Bower
David Brito
Caroline Rae Brit
Allison Meriesh Brown
Ryan Walter Brown
Bridge Mahir Brownell
Caroline Rawlins Brunner
Natasha Elizabeth Burch
Connor Mathew Burns
Spencer Leyton Burns
Kal Encarnacion Buscaino
Jason Solomon Calem
Jordyn Patricia Callahan
Ian Michael Callahan
Nathanial Parker Cantu
Gabrielle Christina Carr
Sarah Churchill Carr
William Addis Carrington, Jr.
Eric Nicholas Celenti
Kornnswani Chandraprasert
Yi-Fan Chen
Yingzhu Chen
Emma Victoria Chin Lee
Shirley L Chu
Jonathan Crawford Clark, Jr.
Riley O’Brien Clifford
Seamus Reilly Cochrane
Jack Ryan Collins
Royden Neal Connors
Griffin Thomas Cotrell
Deidre Beverly Cowie
Austin Cox
Mark Andrew Crawford
Edward Stockton Crofi V
Joy Kennedy Cuiffe
Adriana Adele Curtis
Hannah Rae Curtis
Katelyn Renee Daniluk
Daniel Davalos-Jaldin
Ralph De Palma IV
Marianne Justine De Rider
Davis Prince DeLozier
Ashley Raven Deng
Alexis Taylor Deschamps
Adavya Raj Dhawan
Rayan Surrinder Dhawan
Anders Grace Flower Douglas
Raveno Anthonio Douglas
Clemin Alexander Driscoll
John Patrick Driscoll
Jennifer James Dudzinski
Claire Duffy
Benson Erik Easley
Susan Grace Easterday
Margaret Carter Echols
Allison Marina Eisner
Jonathan William Eman
Daniel Tyler Engels
Tucker Jamison Finkelstal
Owen Drake Fristahl
Tsegai Genemo Fischa
Payton Simpson FitzPatrick
Joshua Fogel
Caroline Rose Foster
Callie Ann Freeman
Nicole Lynn Garrett
Carlie Elizabeth Genecco
Laila Aleka Germanis
Andrew Davis Gillespie
Alyssa Marie Glusica
Olivia Addison Golf
David Goldstein
John Thompson Goodyear
Duncan Scott Green
Thomas Taylor Green
Ean Greenberg
Trisha Ravi Gurbuxani
Alston Albert Hackney
Pelin Ebru Halici

Gabriella Houston Hall
Valentina Hall
Sara Joyce Hamilton
Austin Chase Hammond
Austin Hanley
Ryan Patrick Hannafin
Rebecca Grace Hansen
Abigail Joan Haraburda
Hunter Russell Harris
Michael Peter Harris
Ryan Lee Hart
Matheus Hasler Martins Barreto
Noshin Ara Hassan
Amanda Haywood
Dean Helinn
Caroline Regina Hegarty
Jason Jeffrey Henderson
Taylor Alexis Henriksen
Samuel Wesley Herrington
Sydney Erin Herzog
Matthew T. Heymann
Thomas Pearson Higgason
Lauren Hinton
Dillon Patrick Hourican
Andrew Hoyle
Rose Huang
Adam Jacob Hurwitz
Daniel Laeth Jadhallah
Aditya Andre Jagtap
Esha Jain
Megan Nicole Jakob
Evan Peter Janson
Luis Alonzo Jerez
Meiqiao Jiang
Maxwell Andrew Jones
Pooja Kajj
Asi Kamal
Brogan Elizabeth Kane
Claude Christopher Karaki
Lauren Susanna Katz
Kenyon Kay
Lauren Catherine Kearns
Braden Christopher Kehoe
Megan Jane Kelleher
Sean Macgregor Kilduff
Michael Myoong Seok Kim
Minoti Kishor
Cordelaine Virginia Klyne
Abigail Hollsworth Knox
Niketas Alexandros Koulisouss
Katherine Renee Kovach
Emily Eason Kruse
Divya M Kumaran
Alexandra Yeatman LaCour
Eric M Ladd
Erica Hope Lane
Lauren Silvia Larizza
Jacob Law
Merrill Elizabeth Leak
John Parsons Lechmanik
Thomas Coultton Leck
Alyssa Seowoo Lee
Hye An Lee
Sydney Claire Lentz
Jacob Tyler Leonard
Harrison Randolph Lewis
Mallory Aleacia Lewis
Jason Edward Li
Michael Alexander Liberopoulos
Katherine Lichten
School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Carter Page Light
Evan Lin
Karen Yan Lin
Annette Marie Li Puma
Alice Yuanchang Liu
Jingxuan Liu
Chloe Madeline Lloyd
Ryan Christopher Lockett
Katelyn Marie Lutz
Elizabeth Anne Lynch
Carl Ernest Maahs IV
Nayana Kathryn MacMillan
Kathleen Ann Madden
Rebekah Jayne Madigan
Justin Matthew Magill
Ilass Majid
David Scott Malkin
Thomas Campbell Mann
Madeline Grace Mascolo
Madeline Rose Massey
Charles Christopher Mayer
Eva Katherine Mayo
Amelia Malone McCroy
Madeleine Ann McDade
Brody Joseph McDevitt
Katherine Margit McGreavy
Eileen Anne McMullen
Mausam Mehta
Taylor Mendoza
Julia Elizabeth Menkhaus
Caroline Camp Merrill
Amanda Rose Meyers
Samuel Harrison Meyers
Joshua Nader Mikhal
Katherine Anne Stothard Milby
Taylor Gabrielle Milch
Gary Lee Miller III
David Maxwell Miron
Hannah Elizabeth Modder
Zachary Nolan Morris
Scott Alexander Moss
Aidan Scott Mossip
Iain Andrew Muir
Bridget Catherine Murphy
Andrew Clark Mutch
Bri Nandi
Maxwell Ronald Nardi
Jessica Lauren Nava
Shane Tanner Nelson
Tiffany Thuy Trinh Nguyen
Nicholas James Nizinski
Emmanuella Nsiah
Sydney Victoria Nyman
Jared O'Brien
Alice Wanjiku Opiyo
Jared Ellington Orr
Jillian Elizabeth Palko
Sambriddi Pandey
Panhlauv Panh
Sahil Parikh
Brandon Junghwan Park
Joonhong Park
Zachary Thomas Pasciak
Charmi Patel
John William Patterson
Si Yuan Peng
Paul Plaia IV
Aidan Pope
Patrick Portmann Muñoz
Sophie Elizabeth Potts
Pauline Pearl Povitsky
Harold Brainard Pressley IV
Ryan John Psik
Kaylie Madison Puccinelli
Serlin Yasar Puerto
Jia Xuan Qin
Amithav Baimeedhi Reddy
Kyla Shanley Redgate
Sarah Carson Reeves
Margaret Elizabeth Regnery
Lily Churan Rhee
Brooke Mackenzie Rickert
Frederick Justin Rintis
John Germany Robbins
Elizabeth Arthur Robinson
Kendall Conlin Roche
Paul Esteban Rodriguez
Matthew Jake Roer
Danielle Mary Romeo
Lauren Elizabeth Roos
Henry Allen Rosenberg
Danielle Jordan Rozinov
Philip Miguel Rubio
Alexa Maria Rusu
Armaan Anirudh Sachdev
Jana Saleh
Karen Janet Sanchez Godinez
Matisse Michel Ibrahim Schafer
Rachel Jisso Scheff
Reece Dacey Schietinger
John Christopher Schindler
Olivia Ruth Schmidt
Robert Calderwood Schmidt
Zachary Quinn Schwertz
Cory Scott
Clare Catherine Scully
Christopher Matthew Sedlacek
Vidula Suma Seelamneni
Adin David Segal
Ryan Haley Sellers
Aishwarya Senthilathan
Navindra Sethi
Shaila Seth
Timothy Joseph Sever
Christine Yao-Ti Shan
Miyah Francis Shat
Edward Shen
Caleb Sica
Javeeria Siddiqui
Aimy Simbi
Wilbur Ellsworth Simmons IV
Gillian Maeve Singer
Chloe Madeleine Smith
Connor Michael Smith
Matthew Ryan Smith
Samantha Lee Solomon
Joseph Michael Squeri, Jr.
Taranikha Sriram
Kathryn Hope Stadler
David Hunt Stockwell IV
Jack Edward Stone
Chelsea Nicole Sullivan
Grant Michael Summers
William Cade Sykes
Brielle Marie Syndon
Tananan Tantasathien
Louis Tardy-Joubert
Patricia Joel Kenko Tchoumbou
Holly Joanna Tillet
Charles Merritt Tilton
Boris Nikolaev Topalov
Dheer Kapil Toprani
Duc Anh Tran
Fernanda Tromboni de Souza
Meirelles
Christopher Truong
Lauren Elizabeth Tull
John Alton Turbeville
Enth Mana Tuoro
Aaditya Reddy Valasareddi
Abigail Jean Vincill
Amber Alexa Wall
Tianyuwan Wang
Yuanzhuo Wang
Everett St. Clair Ward, Jr.
Wyeth Adeline Ward
Colton Wardle
Liam Edward Watkins
James Cleveland Webster, Jr.
Alexandra Rose Weidenman
Cari Rose Weisberg
Benjamin Thomas Weist
Lauren Catherine Wells
Nina Caroline Wells
Amy Catherine White
Brodet Veronica Whilout
Thomas Joseph Whitan
Samantha Wilder
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Wilkins
William Winston
Richard Francis Wojick III
Camryn Ansley Wolf
Samuel Wondwosen
Lauren E Woods
Katherine Elise Woodward
Kalkidan Girma Woushibet
Emily Kate Wright
Emily Manchun Xiao
Emma Li Xu
Jierui Jerry Yang
Christopher Young
Grant Michael Young
Richard Wei Yu
Lauren Heeyon Yun
Shahtada Humza Zaid
Eric Hong-Yu Zhang
Joss Xi Zhang
Emily Kathryn Zuleha
Clare Burch Zureich

1 Distinguished Majors Program

School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Conferred August 13, 2021

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Conferred May 22, 2022

Masters of Public Safety

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Conferred December 17, 2021

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Distinguished Majors Program
Cameron Anderson
Morgan Meyers Ackley
Luke Pontzer
Robert Grier
Deanna Mary Thurmond
Patrice White Taylor-Welch
Janice Sharon Serrano
Elizabeth Sanders
Teresa Lynn Ryan
Ashley Michelle Rogers
Jamie Afton Reisch
Alexander Weber Morrison
Kerry McKenney
Roneil Eric Jackson
Lauren Elizabeth Irvine
Lucila Maritza Hernandez-Chester
Carla Alicia Hallman
Douglas Craig Gallaer, Jr.
Melanie Leigh Boyle
Alyssa Marie Maddalena
Lindsay Leigh Lancaster
Megan Amelia Weber
LaTanya Renee’ Robinson
Tiffany Bohannon Richardson
Patricia Dwyer Mitchell
Sarah Jane Duke
Joseph Ellis Hylton, Jr.
Karen Delma Guzman Arnez
Ciera Shane Camille Fenske
Maygan Effie Clary
Stormy Jordan Pulliam
Tihana Stojsavljevic
Katherine Hao Zhang
Katherine Elisabeth Zain
Katherine Hao Zhang

Bachelors of Professional Studies
HEALTH SCIENCES
Bryan David Camarata
Stormy Ann Cardoso
Maygan Elfie Clary
Ciera Shane Camille Fenske
Karen Delma Guzman Arnez
Joseph Ellis Hylton, Jr.
Lindsay Leigh Lancaster
Alyssa Marie Maddalena
Shermeka Mayo
Patricia Dwyer Mitchell
Tiffiny Bonnahan Richardson
Angelica Morgan Ricotta
LaTanya Renee’ Robinson
Daniel Sullivan Taylor
Megan Amelia Weber

Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Alexa Angelo
Lyndsay L. Baker
Claire Berg
Ethan Kirk Betterton
Logan Botts
Kevin R. Breiner
Molly Brind’Amour
Julian Michael Brock
Allison Grace Brown
Dylan Brian Burke
Hannah Byrum
Alyssa Irizarry Candelmo
Paul Alan Cederoth
Allisa Taylor Coles
Katherine Joy Covington
Katie Elizabeth Cox
Trevor Alex Diorion
Deebi Bahiru Duguma
Andrea Kathryn Eichenberger
David Erzen
Ray Lee Everhart
Melia Ali Efraim
Lucy Rose Fowell
Zachary Fuller
Diana Christie Gaiter
Rodrigo Gamboa Pineda
Miguel Alejandro Garcia Moya
Nicholas Sebastian Gerszen
Hannah Leslie Griffin
Hallie Margaret Grieffhs
Wade Garney Griggs IV
Maxwell Theodore Halbrunner
Todd Hall
Owen Hart
Katharine Hastings
Kevin William Heaney
Garrett Neil Hicks
Aubrey Annette Hobby
Andrew Ryan Lounsbery Holmes
Lina Colleen Hong
Lucy Rose Hopkins
Savannah Hayden Horton
Jie Ying Huang
Cheyenne Rose Johnson
Ebonie Johnson
Emma Joeli Karnes
Austen Dirk Katstra
Paulina Mitsuko Keim
Jane Ann Langford
Marisa Olivia Lemma
Ashley Jean Leonard
Karmine Kaur Malhi
Sophia Helene Mariam
Estelle McKinney
Katherine Mary McPherson
Michael A. McVerry
Erin Melly
Jessica Rose Meyers
Matthew Glenn Moore
Camillo Morales
Katherine Alice Mulder
Daniel Edwin Nakasone
Victoria Leigh Nelson
Ethan Gregor Novak
Skyler Elizabeth Nuelle
Elizabeth Padhi
Benjamin PereaBuom
Anya Mary Pfeifer
Alexandra Pinckney
Guadalupe Pinto
Haydon Monroe Pitchford
Samuel Roger Pittman
Michael Christopher Pugh
William Dolan Rockwood
Savannah Catherine Rogers
Farah Alexis Schneider
Robert Maxwell Schneider
Valery Schneider
Ian Robert Schurr
Nithin Seelan
Andrew Sharpe
Sarah Simba
Ashley Nicole Staggers
Margaret Patricia Gillie Stanley
Maya Lenore Stephens
Tihana Stojasavljevic
Caleb Graham Tisdale
Alex Emerson Turney
Hunter Madison Wagonaar
Douglas Sean Weimer
Jocelyn Nicole Willoughby
Kaytee Cecelia Wisley

Bachelors of Arts
Natalie Elise Abbey
Kristin Emily Adams
Elizabeth Victoria Aramayo
Cassandra Rose Bailey
Mia Elizabeth Bailey
Helen Grace Beeman
Lily Kathryn Beres
Shreya Reddy Chappidi
Sydney Catherine Cherry
Rasheed Christian
Lauren Ashley Cochran
Benjamin Cary Cohen
Stella Connaughton
Caroline Lauren Daniel
Kaitlyn Thao Dinh
Thien-Kim Dinh
Gabriella Rachel Diskin
Kathleen Virginia Dodds
Lisette Dubow
Lee Pendleton Dudley III
Joshua Evan Eiger
Rosemary Liliana Caldwell Eldridge
Edward Walter Flanagan
Jane Eliot Frankel
Jessica Melanie Friedman
Xingyao Gong
Aneesha Goodala
April Grossman
Catherine Adams Hall
Adam Hamdouch
Hanna Neguib Hassan
Rohan Vishvas Hegde
Matthew Heller
Audrey Anna Hirshberg
Chi Hoang Linh Ho
Clara Anne Jackson
Ella McConway Jensen
Mario Jevon Jones
Katya Nicole Jonkers
Abigail Elizabeth Keatts
Michael Scott Lewis Kerns
Claire Dana Koeppel
Zoe Olivia Komodromos
Valeria J Lagbo
Sydney Lanes

Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Conferred August 13, 2021
Master of Public Policy
Robert Grier

Conferred December 17, 2021
Masters of Public Policy
Brett Christopher Morgan
Luke Poutzer

Conferred May 22, 2022
Masters of Public Policy
Morgan Meyers Ackley
Cameron Anderson

School of Data Science

Conferred August 13, 2021
Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
Sarah Elizabeth Adams
Jonathan Curtis Baynes
Maurizio Boano
Patrick Brittingham
Monish Kishin Dadlani
Taylor Honor Derby
Thomas Ryan Hartka
Luke Reilly Haushalter
Bradley Thomas Howlett
Travis Robert Moore
Ali Moradkhany
Aaron Oliver
Anvar Sarbanov
Claire Alexandra Seiter
Brittany Rae Shean
Charles Smith

Harry Lazar
Donovan Alexander Lea
Christina Hope Manibusan
Isabelle Grace Mayor-Mora
Mary Katherine McCullough
Caleigh Mackenzie O’Donnell
McDonough
Sahrrn Kahsal Mohammednur
Kelly Lauren Moore
McClain Ann Moran
Samuel James Muras
Caitlin Clarke Murphy
Samuel Dana Nall
Kelly Elizabeth Owczarski
Kerstin Molloy Parrella
Jessica Trinh Pentel
Harini Peri
Rand Franklin Perry
Annika Ruth Prins
Sydney Jordan Pulliam
Maeva Louise Quinn
John Worthington Riordan
Benjamin Henry Rosenthal
Zachary Aidan Rosenthal
Eshaan Sarup
Anna Elizabeth Sexauer
Mahan Ashok Shah
Porter Brown Simmons
Sophie Skinner
Eli Isaac Smolen
Ethan Joshua Spira
Daniel Stockmal
Emma Kathryn Stovall
Ian Cohen Toubin
Ann Carrigan Tyrell
Alice Valioulis
Philip Riegel Weymouth
Fuller Anderson Wise
Kathryn Lindsey Wozniak
Kelly Maureen Quinn Wulf
Katherine Ann Yared
Katherine Elisabeth Zain
Katherine Hao Zhang
School of Data Science

Jason Samuel Tyree
Natalie Anne Zimmer

Conferral December 17, 2021
Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
Robert Thomas Andris
Niraja Bohidar
Meredith Bunch
Hemani Choksi
Matthew Ray Dakolios
Evan John Dickson
Francisco Gilberto Estrada
Darren Lee Frye
Paul Deighton Hicks
Mrityunjaya Hombal
Farhan Kanani
Alex Carl Lank
Robert Christian Lukehart
Sudhanshu Luthra
Dara Karen Maguire
Shawn Brady Michanco
Preston Parrott
Samantha Parsons
Edward Jeffrey Thompson
Alice Elisabeth Wright

Conferral May 22, 2022
Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
David James Ackerman
Chelsea Ximena Alvarado
Joseph Amoroso
Navya Annapareddy
Derek Banks
Katelyn Barbre
Felipe Barraza
Nima Beheshti
Kristy Anne Bell
Gabriella Belmarez
Abigail Eleanor Bernhardt
Haley Ann Blair
Landon DeNorris Blakey
Frederick William Blackle IV
Spencer Bozsik
Katherine Grace Brickley
Holden Avery Bruce
Loren Buchanan Bushkar
Emily Londos Cathey
David Zhongen Chen
Xinlun Cheng
Srinivasa Prasad Chivaluri
Walter James Coleman
Patrick James Corbett
Ana Marie Daley
Bezawit Moges Delelegn
Abhinay Donnmalapati
Jeremy David Donovan
Eli Lazar Esrig
Kara Marie Fallin
Benjamin M Feciura
Yayi Feng
Ryan Douglas Folks
Stephen Luke Ford

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Student and Faculty Awards

Alumni Association’s Ernest H. Ern Distinguished Student Award
Sarita Mehta

Gray-Carrington Scholarship Award
Gilles Cabrel Happi Kamseu

David A. Harrison III Undergraduate Research Awards
Diana Albarracin
Isabelle Airlie Aldridge
Reem Nabil Al-Humadi
Spencer Carlton Barnes
Aldo Ismael Barriente
Madeline Louise Brence
Charles Donald Brennan
Madison Lee Brna
Martina Emilia Bucheli Suarez
Jacob Britton Hamilton Bushey
Hannah Josephine Cahill
Davis Coffey
Sarah Elizabeth Combs
Gabrielle Costlow
Julia Barrett Davenport
Ishaan Dey
David Sebastian DiMeglio
Alize Rose Dreyer
Melha Gribic
Jillian Leigh Hughes
Elise Wilcox Iddings
Nula Rose Jones
Austin Minseok Kim
Joria Le
Justine Lee
Amy Jing Liao
Dillon Y. Lue
Ann Teresa Mathew
Caroline Grace Osborn
Sang-Hoon Park
Paulina Sophia Payne
Madeleine Nicole Poché
Erica Rae Sprott
Sarah Elizabeth Rigazio
Carlos Herminio Rodriguez, Jr.
Emily Elizabeth Rounseley
Robert Everett Schwartz
Ish Sethi
Daniel Shapiro
Karlie Rose Sivetz
Connor Davis Smith
Christy Megan Qian
Amanda Patricia Talalaj
Suchet Taori
Virginia Owen Trinkle
Tanvi Sri Vippa
Zhiwen Xu
Heath Adam Yancey

Holland Blackburn Scholarship
Garvey Ophelia Cummings

Thomas Jefferson Awards for Scholarship
William A. Petri
Dennis R. Proffitt

Thomas Jefferson Awards for Service
Colette Sheehy
Carl F. Zeithaml

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture
Kenneth Frampton

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Citizen Leadership
Sherrie Rollins Westin

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Law
Stephen Breyer

Posse Scholars
Oluwatoni Ajala
Holly Ju'trece Battist
Natalie Renee Broose
Korey Mc'khell Busby
Deric Terrence Childress, Jr.
Austin Cox
Grant Kilian
Alice Wanjiku Opiyo
Zoe Cam Thi Pham
Sadie Mikaela Randall
Cristian Obed Rivera
Ja'lynn Lanai Smith
Justin Westbrook

Raven Society Awards
Students
Gilles Cabrel Happi Kamseu
Joria Le
Alumni
Francis Sellers Collins

Walter N. Ridley Scholarships
Isaiah Hunter Jenkins
Andrea Lynne Parrish
Takara Kamille Washington

Seven Society Louis A. Onesty Award
Milla Isabelle Ciprian

Seven Society James Earle Sargeant Award
History of Enslaved African American Laborers (HEAAL)

Edgar F. Shannon Awards Presented by the “Z” Society
School of Architecture
Alan Simpson

College of Arts & Sciences
Class of 2022
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Class of 2022
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Edward Walter Flanagan
Valery Schneider
School of Continuing and Professional Studies
Carla Alicia Hallman
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Catriona Maida Stradtler-Ayer
School of Data Science
Anahita Hemant Sharma
School of Education and Human Development
Edward Douglas Scott, Jr.
Miray Seward
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Spencer Carlton Barnes
School of Law
Camilo A Garcia
McIntire School of Commerce
David Maxwell Miron
School of Medicine
Jacqueline Elizabeth Carson
School of Nursing
Emma Katherine Hearington

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students
Yaa Awusi-Sarkodie
Domenick Eugene Bailey
Community Member
Michael Gerard Mason
Honorary Societies

**Alpha Omega Alpha**
Honorary Medical Society
Naveen Kumar Reddy Ambhati
Elias George Ayoub
Briana Miller Belmonte
Michael Andrew Borten
Andrew Thomas Burns
Jacqueline Elizabeth Carson
Yixiao Chen
Justin Skye Coley
Courtney Jane Duckworth
Farid Ghamsari
Courtney Elizabeth Heron
Eugenie Michel Hughes
Hannah Lamphier Kenny
Rebecca Lynn Kowalski
Prajeeth Kumar Koyada
Jaina Clarke Lane
Nicholas Blaine Lolli
Kara Elizabeth MacIntyre
Jasmine Kaur Malhi
Haley Alexandra Meade
Nadine Michel
Nwanneoma Ndidi Ngonadi
Leah Maranda Reichele
Zoe Alexa Roecker
Carol Angela Rowley
Mark Alexander Rudolf
Michael Steven Salomon
Shambhavi Singh
Marc Julien Vetter
Tiana Walker
Katherine Marie Webb
Lindsey Brett Whalen
Andrew Jacob Winkelman

**Alpha Sigma Lambda**
Honorary Societies
Andrew Jacob Winkelman
Mary Lacy Grecco
Colette Theresa Glass
Mousumi Bhattacharya Franks
Jessica Lynne Denomme
Emma Caroline Carter
Amber Kristine Campos
Christopher Randall Brodnik
Charles Merritt Tilney
Kyle Patrick Smoot
Adavya Raj Dhawan
Andrew Reubin Chambers
William Fulton Weber
Sarah Brooks Hogan
Caroline Lauren Daniel

**Alpha Omega Alpha**
Honorary Medical Society
Naveen Kumar Reddy Ambhati
Elias George Ayoub
Briana Miller Belmonte
Michael Andrew Borten
Andrew Thomas Burns
Jacqueline Elizabeth Carson
Yixiao Chen
Justin Skye Coley
Courtney Jane Duckworth
Farid Ghamsari
Courtney Elizabeth Heron
Eugenie Michel Hughes
Hannah Lamphier Kenny
Rebecca Lynn Kowalski
Prajeeth Kumar Koyada
Jaina Clarke Lane
Nicholas Blaine Lolli
Kara Elizabeth MacIntyre
Jasmine Kaur Malhi
Haley Alexandra Meade
Nadine Michel
Nwanneoma Ndidi Ngonadi
Leah Maranda Reichele
Zoe Alexa Roecker
Carol Angela Rowley
Mark Alexander Rudolf
Michael Steven Salomon
Shambhavi Singh
Marc Julien Vetter
Tiana Walker
Katherine Marie Webb
Lindsey Brett Whalen
Andrew Jacob Winkelman

**Alpha Sigma Lambda**
Honorary Societies
Andrew Jacob Winkelman
Mary Lacy Grecco
Colette Theresa Glass
Mousumi Bhattacharya Franks
Jessica Lynne Denomme
Emma Caroline Carter
Amber Kristine Campos
Christopher Randall Brodnik
Charles Merritt Tilney
Kyle Patrick Smoot
Adavya Raj Dhawan
Andrew Reubin Chambers
William Fulton Weber
Sarah Brooks Hogan
Caroline Lauren Daniel

**Alpha Sigma Lambda**
Honorary Societies
Andrew Jacob Winkelman
Mary Lacy Grecco
Colette Theresa Glass
Mousumi Bhattacharya Franks
Jessica Lynne Denomme
Emma Caroline Carter
Amber Kristine Campos
Christopher Randall Brodnik
Charles Merritt Tilney
Kyle Patrick Smoot
Adavya Raj Dhawan
Andrew Reubin Chambers
William Fulton Weber
Sarah Brooks Hogan
Caroline Lauren Daniel

**Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society**
Umar Basu Abushaban
Marina Abuquergue
Isabelle Grace Anderson
Kamran Arastu
Claire Adele Armstrong
Karina Marie Atkins
Christina Margaret Audeth
Natalie Ann Axelrod
Jett Jen Grant Bisset
Elena Nicole Bosack
Louise Geeslin Brossan
Alexander Gordon Brown
Harrison Scott Brown
Carolyn Jane Brown-Kaiser
Julia Thompson Burke
Lydia Prokosch Busey
Julia Catherine Calland
Caroline Carbon Caruso
Kieland Grace Chandler
Anna Grace Chang
Zumin Chen
Andrew Carlton Chin
Katherine Anna Choi
Olyvia Rebeccah Christley
Davis Colley
Amanda Elizabeth Coughlin
Garvey Ophelia Cummings
Julia Barrett Davenport
Kuki Kristen Davey
Dylan Dellett-Wion
Braeden Risley Dial
Margaret Elizabeth Dillman
Eleanor Lennox Dilworth
Margaret Lynn Lewis Dunbar
Catherine Jane Edwards
Imani Grace Edwards
John Robert Erskine
Eleni Cassie Faloutsis
Elizabeth Lindsay Farnsworth
Kerith Anne Fern
Rebecca Ann Franks
Josephine Gloria Funaro
David Ben Ganderson
Andrew Philip Gillikin
Andrew Grayson Glogoff
Molly Grace Gonenne
Katherine Gilli Gordon
Christen Johanna Haig
Elizabeth Price Harrington
Paige Elizabeth Hillman
Sabrina Kelly Hisao
Adam Joseph Hunt
Shreyu M Iyer
Hailey Elizabeth Joyce
Joy Marie Justice
Anna Katherine Karl
Paul Fredric Kay
Benjamin Guanyu Ke
Taylor Taehee Kim
Sara Kirmani
John Krause-Steinrauf
Katherine Laura Krudys
Isabel Susan Lane
Lucille Campbell Lannan
Nicola Kate Lawless
Amanda Cha-Hee Lyu
John Leonidas Leonardidis
Joseph Zachariah Levinson
Lucy Jin Li
Honorary Societies

Daniel John Rounds
Emily Elizabeth Rounsley
Caylan Jada Roy
Nicah Eugene Rucci
Nathaniel Francis Ruppert
Ryan Christopher Russell
Matthew James Salit
Michael Steven Salomon
Bryden Forsythe Sandifer
Kara Marie Sanguolo
Carolyn Santangelo
Benjamin R Saul
Steven Carl Scherping
Lauren Elizabeth Schmidt
Olivia Ruth Schmidt
Katherine Marie Schneider
Robert Everett Schwartz
Vincent Sciorino
Edward Douglas Scott
John Samuel Selig
Jeannie Marie Sellick
Rex Jefferson Serpe
Miray Seward
Aadi Sharma
Timothy Potter Shriver
Timothy Potter Shriver
Shambhavi Singh
Alexander Donald Smith
Connor Davis Smith
Katelyn Stenger

Jamison Robert Stevens
Grace Tavakkol
Patrice White Taylor-Welch
Tallulah Rose Tepper
Kayla Nicole Thomas
Benjamin Steven Trombetta
Victoria Noel Tucker
Ramberg Tyree
Julie Marie Voss
Elizabeth Lee Wagner
Tiana Walker
Tracy Tiffany Wang
Catherine Anne Ward
Katherine Marie Webb
Lindsey Brett Whalen
Adrienne Fay Orlene Williams
Grace Holdman Wilsey
Sophie Wong
Emily Manchun Xiao
Emma Li Xu
Jing J. Xu
Lauren Aurelia Xue
Heath Adam Yancey
Jierui Jerry Yang
Qinying Yao
Christopher E Yarrell
Michelle Yin
Natalie Yanlin Zhang
Sizhe Zhou

Faculty
Eileen Chou
Amanda Crombie
David Leblang
Mary Faith Marshall
Eleanor Wilson

Alumni
Ragan Portaro Folan
Rosemary Basile King
Shannon King Nash
Eugene Rodman Schutt, Jr.
Puja Seem

Society of Fellows
Christina Boltsi
Claire-Marie Brisson
Kerrth Anne Fern
Remy Alexandre Furrer
Camilo A Garcia
Lily Tayce Greenway
Quinn Hirschi
Allison Marie Matthews
Ryan Christopher Russell
Tracey Mia Stewart
Victoria Noel Tucker

Tau Beta Pi
Engineering Honor Society
Madeleine Emma Alwine

Yamal Gabriel Andonie Zummar
Arthur Strikis Browne
Evan Anderson Clark
Jonathan Cummins
Megan Michelle Everett
Ryan Christopher Fruehwirth
Gregg Gardner
Christopher Arthur Hamilton
Victoria Lynn Harvey
Logan Patrick Honts
Zachary Matthew Kay
John Patrick Kilduff
Dong Wook Kim
Andrew Leboeuf
Dillon Y. Lee
Matthew Charles Luksik
Marissa Margaret Marine
Grant Pierce Martin
Jainam Harshad Mulkin
Mason Richard Notz
Alexander MacPherson Partridge
Jane Ellie Romness
Jamison Robert Stevens
Joshua Rauh Willoughby
Annalee Margaret Wisecarver
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### Locations of School and Department Ceremonies

**Saturday, May 21, 2022**

*College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAJOR</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (Dept. Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals in JPJ Arena/Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African-American &amp; African Studies</td>
<td>Minor Hall, Auditorium (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Studies</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Culbuth Theatre (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astronomy</td>
<td>Alumni Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (4 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall, Auditorium (5 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Pavilion, Lower Garden (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmor Hall, Room 390 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmor Hall, Room 390 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Science</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium* (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Caplin Theatre (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian Languages, Literatures &amp; Cultures</td>
<td>South Lawn Dean Commons Bldg., Nau Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echols Interdisciplinary Major</td>
<td>Pavilion I, Lower Garden (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>The Lawn (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>McIntyre Amphitheatre (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Clark Hall, West Lawn (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Clark Hall, Rooms 107 and 108 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Clark Hall, Rooms 107 and 108 (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Thought &amp; Practice</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>French House, 1404 Jefferson Park Avenue (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic Languages</td>
<td>Pavilion II, Lower Garden* (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>New Cabell Hall, Room 236 (2 p.m.)</td>
<td>New Cabell Hall, Room 236 (2 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Commerce in Culture &amp; Society</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Commonwealth Room (2 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Development</td>
<td>Pavilion III, Garden (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Wilson Hall, Room 301 (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Wilson Hall, Room 301 (12 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Environments &amp; Sustainability</td>
<td>University Chapel (2:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Public Health (Undergraduate)</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium* (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Security &amp; Justice</td>
<td>University Chapel (4:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Studies - Middle East &amp; South Asia</td>
<td>Jefferson Hall, Hotel C (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Depending upon the disability and the site, assistance may be necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAJOR</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (Dept. Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals in JPJ Arena/Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History (Undergraduate)</td>
<td>McIntyre Amphitheatre (2:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (2:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History (Graduate)</td>
<td>South Lawn Dean Commons Bldg., Nau Auditorium (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Biology</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, South Meeting Room (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Major</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Studies</td>
<td>Rotunda, Multipurpose Room (Friday, May 20, 10 a.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, South Meeting Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Pavilion I, Lower Garden (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Warner Hall, Room 209 (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Warner Hall, Room 209 (12 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Studies</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medieval Studies</td>
<td>French House, 1404 Jefferson Park Avenue (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern &amp; South Asian Languages &amp; Cultures</td>
<td>South Lawn Dean Commons Bldg., Nau Auditorium (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Hunter Smith Band Bldg. (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroscience (Undergraduate)</td>
<td>Special Collections Library, Auditorium (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Pavilion IV, Lower Garden* (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Wilson Hall, Room 402 (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Wilson Hall, Room 402 (12 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Alumni Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Philosophy, Policy &amp; Law Program</td>
<td>University Chapel (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political &amp; Social Thought Program</td>
<td>Special Collections Library, Auditorium (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics - Foreign Affairs &amp; Government</td>
<td>The Lawn (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (2:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavic Languages</td>
<td>Pavilion VI, Lower Garden* (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Commonwealth Room (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Commonwealth Room (12 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall, Auditorium (12 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish, Italian &amp; Portuguese</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Culbuth Theatre (2:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, Gender &amp; Sexuality</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Theatre (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Locations of School and Department Ceremonies
### Sunday, May 22, 2022

### Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (School Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/ School Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals and School Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy</td>
<td>Garrett Hall (2 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College and Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>See locations on previous page</td>
<td>See locations on previous page</td>
<td>See locations on previous page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Ballroom (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate Business School</td>
<td>Darden School (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (1:15 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Darden School (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (5:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (5:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Science</td>
<td>Alumni Hall, Ballroom (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Human Development (Undergraduate &amp; Graduate)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Law School, Front Lawn (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (5 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
<td>The Lawn (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (5 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>The Paramount Theater (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences*</td>
<td>Claude Moore Medical Education Bldg., Auditorium - Third Floor (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health (Graduate)</td>
<td>Drama Bldg., Cabreth Theatre (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Rotunda, North Steps Undergraduate (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>McLeod Hall, Auditorium Undergraduate (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>McLeod Hall, Auditorium Graduate (2:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### School of Engineering & Applied Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAJOR</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (Dept. Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/ Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals in JPJ Arena/ Dept. Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Thornton Hall, Darden Court (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall, Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium** (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Thornton Hall, Darden Court (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Thornton Hall, Darden Court (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Slaughter Recreation Center (3 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Physics</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium** (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Science</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium** (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials Science and Engineering</td>
<td>Chemistry Bldg., Auditorium** (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Engineering</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FAIR:** Finals on the Lawn, school and department ceremonies at fair-weather sites

**INCLEMENT:** Finals on the Lawn, school and department ceremonies at inclement-weather sites

**SEVERE:** Finals in John Paul Jones Arena, school and department ceremonies at severe-weather sites

* Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, Biophysics, Cell Biology, Clinical Research, Experimental Pathology, Microbiology, Neuroscience, Pharmacology, Physiology

** Depending upon the disability and the site, assistance may be necessary.

For finals weekend information:
Bus stop for accessibility shuttles on Saturday and Sunday – McCormick Road in front of Special Collections Library
The Good Old Song

That good old song of Wah-hoo-wah,
We'll sing it o'er and o'er;
It cheers our hearts and warms our blood
To hear them shout and roar.
We come from old Virginia
Where all is bright and gay;
Let's all join hands and give a yell
For the dear old UVA.